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In this dissertation we review the Sharpe Index Model and an innovation on 
this model introduced by Hossain, Troskie and Guo (2005b). These models are 
extended to the multi index framework. We then empirically investigate the im-
pact of the models on portfolio creation over an extensive data set. Next we extend 
these models by modelling the regression residuals as ARMA and GARCH(l, 1) 
processes and investigate the effect on the resulting portfolios. We then introduce 
the topic of bounded influence regression and apply it to financial data by down 
weighting extreme returns prior to regression. A new weighting function is in-
troduced in this dissertation and the effects on the efficient frontiers and resulting 
market portfolios for the chosen set of shares are investigated. Then we investigate 
the creation of Principal Component Indices and the impact of using them in index 
regression models. Finally we use these and other models as investment strategies 
to build portfolios and simulate and compare them over the last 15 years using real 
market data. We draw conclusions regarding the significance of the index models 
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The aims ofthe dissertation are as follows: 
It To compare and investigate the performance of the Sharpe Index Model and 
extensions thereof. 
It To examine bounded influence for Index Models, to critically appraise existing 
weight functions and to develop one that performs wen with financial data. 
It To investigate the idea of replacing the indices in the Sharpe Index Models 
by selected principal components derived from those indices and from shares 
comprising the portfolios of interest. 
It To present an extensive analysis of the performance of the Index Models considered 
in the mini-dissertation over a long period of time. 
In this dissertation we investigate the use of index regression models in portfolio 
construction. In Chapter 2 we present the theory of the Sharpe Index Model and introduce 
the Improved Sharpe Index Models in the single index framework. The relative positioning 
of the resulting mean-variance efficient frontiers are investigated. 
Tn Chapter 3 we extend these models to incorporate additional indices and compare 











1 Introduction 8 
multi index models highlight the fundamental shortcomings of the Sharpe Multi Index 
Model and the effect of using the improved version ofthis model. 
In Chapter 4 we extend the standard Sharpe Multi Index model by introducing ARMA 
and GARCH (1, 1) processes to models the residuals of the regression. Combinations of 
the index and residual models are investigated and resulting efficient frontiers and mar-
ket portfolios calculated and compared. The real effect of using ARMA and GARCH(1,I) 
models on the resulting portfolio is investigated for the first time and put into perspective. 
In Chapter 5 we constrain the historic returns by, in effect, filtering them via a weight-
ing function prior to regression. This method is termed Bounded Influence Regression. 
The Mallows (1973) weighting function is investigated and a new weighting function is 
introduced in this dissertation. The different weighting functions are investigated and the 
resulting models are compared in an empirical study. 
In Chapter 6 we build Principal Components Analysis based indices to be used as 
independent variables in regression models. We then compare different combinations of 
indices and their influence on the efficient frontier and resulting market portfolio. 
In Chapter 7 we construct portfolios using various strategies based on the models 
introduced in this dissertation and then simulate these portfolios over the last 15 years 
using real market data. The performance and risk measures associated with the resulting 
portfolios are evaluated over the different periods. 
In Chapter 8 we summarise the findings of this study and draw conclusions on the 
relevance of these Sharpe type regression models based on the empirical studies of JSE 











The Sharpe Single Index Model 
In this chapter we introduce the basic notation and concepts used in the remainder 
of the mini-dissertation. We rely heavily on the notes of Troskie (2004) and also use his 
notation. 
2.1 Classical Formulations 
Let p be the number of shares in our portfolio. Then the vector of return values of the shares 
is given by 
(2.1) 
We assume these returns to be log returns, with expectation 
E(R) = J.t. 
The covariance matrix of the share returns contains the historic covariance structure of the 
portfolio which is a measure of the non-systematic risk of the portfolio and is defined as 
follows: 
where (J ii = (Jf is the variance of the ith share and (J ij the covariance between the ith and 











2.1 Classical Formulations 
A portfolio of shares is a proportional investment, say Wi in each share, so that 
P 








The expected return of the portfolio is given by: 
E(P) = W' E(R) = /-lp 
and the historic variance of the portfolio is: 
p p 





Ifwe assume in addition that R V"I N(JL, I::) then it follows from normal theory that P '"" 
We now assume, as we do throughout this mini-dissertation, that the members ofthe 
portfolio are fixed. The only way to optimize the portfolio is by adjusting the weights Wi 
invested in each share. Obviously, we can set the weights of some shares to zero thereby 
excluding them from the portfolio. Changing the weights will then change the value of the 
portfolio's expected return /-lp and variance (7;. Ideally we would want to maximize the 
expected return E( P) = /-lp of the portfolio. Unfortunately this is not possible, in general, 










2.1 Classical Formulations 11 
deviation 0-p) ofthe portfolio is a measure ofthe risk ofthe portfolio and in general should 
be minimized. 
Thus we want to choose the weights Wi such that the expected return E( P) = JLp is 
a maximum but also at the same time that the risk or variance 0-; is a minimum. This is the 
classical portfolio formulation due to Markowitz (1952). Markowitz, also introduced the 
concept of an efficient frontier. 
Definition1 A portfolio is called efficient if: 
• For a given amount of risk, the expected return is maximized, or 
• for a given amount of return, the expected risk is minimized. 
The solution of this portfolio optimization problem will lie on the efficient frontier 
line. Specifically the efficient frontier is a line plot in the two dimensional mean-variance 
space. Finding the efficient frontier is a non-linear quadratic programming (QP) problem 
and can be solved using well-known numerical techniques. To solve the problem one needs 
either to fix the return JLp and then minimize the variance 0-;, or fix the variance and then 










2.2 The Capital Market Line and Market Portfolio 
then we need to solve the following constrained Q P problem. 







W' I-t = Ji fixed 




where Jifixed is a fixed expected return on the Jip ' By varying Jifixed a sufficient number of 
times we can generate the efficient frontier. 
An implementation in MATLAB based on the routine in Ruppert (2004) can be found 
in the Appendix B 
2.2 The Capital Market Line and Market Portfolio 
Each point on the efficient frontier represents a different portfolio. If the use of a risk free 
asset is introduced, an optimal portfolio on the efficient frontier can be found. Suppose it is 
possible to borrow or lend any amount of money at the fixed interest rate Rf . The Capital 
Market Line (CML) follows by drawing a straight line out from the risk free rate Rf with 
zero variance into the (Jip , u;) space. This line is then swung (upwards or downwards) 
until it is tangent to the efficient frontier. This then yields the point marked with a star and 
called the Market Portfolio in Figure 2.1. For a full discussion on the market portfolio and 
efficient frontier, see Elton, Gruber, Brown, Goetzmann (2003, p. 86). Clearly if Rf or the 
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2,3 Bivariate Normaillistribution and the Market Index 
Let the log return of a particu lar 'hare be 










2.3 Bivariate Normal Distribution and the Market Index 15 
where the time t is large enough for Rt to be estimated by a normal N(J..lr' 0";) distribution. 
Similarly, let 
It = log It -log It-I, t = 1, ... , N 
be the return of the market proxy (usually the JSE Overall Index or any of the other sector 
indices) such that it also follows a normal distribution N(J..lI' O"J). We then have that 
(2.6) 
a bivariate normal distribution where O"rI = O"Ir is the covariance between the return of 
share R and the market proxy I. From the properties of the bivariate normal distribution 






and the variance of the share conditional on the index is 
(2.7) 
where p is the correlation between the share return and the market proxy. The model can 











2.3 Bivariate Normal Distribution and the Market Index 16 
where we normally assume that 
It is usually assumed that the residuals et are independently distributed over time, that is 
The beta coefficient which is given in Equation (2.7) is an important statistical parameter 
for a share in finance. It measures 'elasticity' of the share to the market proxy used for the 
regression. A value of one means that the share follows the market perfectly (assuming a 
good model fit) and the share has the same systematic risk as the market. A value higher 
that one indicates that, historically, the share overreacts to the market ups and downs. We 
say this share has a high elasticity or higher systematic risk than the market. A value smaller 
that 1 but positive would point to a low elasticity share with lower than market systematic 
risk. A negative beta would only be possible if the share is negatively correlated with the 
market proxy. The assumption is made that the beta coefficient is fairly stable over time, 
especially as the length of the period under consideration increases. This implies that 
historical data can be used to estimate the parameters and the estimates can be used for 
future portfolio creation. Even if the beta coefficients do change over time, the ranking 
based on betas of the securities does not change. This is most relevant if the index model is 
used for portfolio optimization. The beta coefficients do give a fairly good measure of the 










2.4 The Sharpe Index Model 
in two terms. From Equation (2.8): 
So that (1~ 
Var(o: + 13ft + et) 
132(1; + V ar( et) 
j32(1i + (1;. 
17 
The systematic risk of a share ( or portfolio) explained by the market is given by 132(17 and 
the non-systematic, or unique risk of the share, is given by (1~ and represents the variance 
not explained by the market. 
Even if the bivariate normal assumption, specified in Equation (2.6), is not accepted 
the linearity assumption specified in Equation (2.7) appears to be very well satisfied (Fama, 
Fisher, Jensen and Roll, 1969). 
Furthermore, if the assumption that the error terms et are normally distributed is 
lifted, but we still assume that E(et) = 0, E(et)2 = (1: and E(etes) = 0, t ::J s, then 
the Gauss-Markoff Theorem guarantees that the Ordinary Least Square Estimate of 13 is the 
best linear unbiased estimate in a minimum variance sense. 
2.4 The Sharpe Index Model 
The Sharpe Index Model (SJM) is based on a one-factor regression model of shares returns. 
It is a response to the observation that shares follow the movements ofthe market. There-
fore the main assumption of the SIM is that shares move together only because of a com-










2.4 The Sharpe Index Model 18 
plained via the share correlation with the market index. It specifically assumes that eit is in-
dependence of ejt for all values of i and j. This implies that E( eitejt) = E( Cit)E{ ejt) = O. 
For a portfolio made up of several shares, let for the ithshare be modelled as: 
Rit = D:i + (3Jt + eit, i = 1, ... ,Pi t = 1, ... , N, (2.9) 
where ~t is the return of the ithshare at time t and It is the return of the index at time t. 
The unknown parameters D:i and (3 i are estimated by least square regression. We assume 
that there are P shares in the portfolio and that there are N samples in time of the return of 
both the shares and index are available at N consecutive times. The standard assumptions 
for the SIM are as follows 
E(e;t) 2 O"ei (2.10) 
E{ eiteis) 0, t ::J s = 1, ... , N, (2.11) 
E{citIt) 0, t= 1, ... N, (2.12) 
E(eitejt) 0, t = 1, ... ,N, i ::J j. (2.13) 
Equation (2.10) assumes each share has its own variance for the error term. Equation (2.11) 
assumes that the error terms of each share are independent over time and therefore that there 
is no autocorrelation in the residual series. Equation (2.12) assumes that the errors of each 
share and the explanatory variable I are uncorrelated which is the usual assumption in 
regression. Equation (2.13) assumes that the error terms of the shares are uncorrelated with 
each other, so the shares are only related through their mutual relationship with the index 










2.4 The Sharpe Index Model 
only the 17;i terms non zero. We now let 
2 E(I) = ftl and var(I) = 171 
be the mean and variance of the index. Then in vector notation the SIM is given by 








cov(e) = ! 
Also the covariance between two returns is 
and the variance of one return is 















2.4 The Sharpe Index Model 20 
We now define the matrix Odiag so as to emphasizes the diagonal nature ofthe covariance 
matrix in the SIM: 
( 
0'~1 
ndhl, = ~ J) 
Equation (2.14) can then be written as 
Cov{R) = u;!3!3' + Odiag= q,.diag' 
For portfolio P= W'R, we have 




As a quadratic programming problem we then minimize the variance 0'; subject to Ef=l Wi = 
1 for a fixed portfolio return /-lp = /-l fixed' This is repeated to create the efficient frontier. 
Each of the p regression equations can be solved individually to obtain estimates for 
the parameter (3 and the residuals as: 
ei Y i - Xj3i , i = 1, ... , p. 
A matrix of residuals can be created and is define :It as: 
(
ell 











2.5 The Improved Sharpe Index Model 21 
the (N x p) residual matrix. The (p x p) moment matrix for the residuals is then EtE and 
the sample covariance matrix is 




Note that we lose two degrees of freedom for estimating the parameters (3 and a and thus 
the denominator in Equation (2.16) is N - 2. For the SIM we are only interested in the sam-
pIe variances and therefore only ndiag is used. The estimation of the covariance matrix, 
• tl>SIM is given by 
(2.17) 
It is this estimate of the covariance that is used as input for the quadratic programming 
algorithm to create the efficient frontier for the underlying shares based on the Sharpe 
Index ModeL 
2.5 The Improved Sharpe Index Model 
The Improved Sharpe Index Model (ISIM) was introduces by Hossain, Troskie and Guo 
(2005b). The model is an attempt to improve on the SIM by including the covariance struc-
ture of the residuals. These were excluded by Sharpe to simplity the process of portfolio 
optimization with index models. The improved model has the advantage of including all 
the information used in the Markowitz model and is still easily extended to include ARMA 
and GARCH components in the model. ISIM is formulated as 










2.5 The Improved Sharpe Index Model 22 
where I4.t is the return of the ithshare at time t and It is the return ofthe index at time t. The 
parameter O:i and f3 i are estimated via ordinary least squares regression with the following 
assumptions: 
E(ert) 2 Cf ei (2.18) 
E(eiteis) 0, t =/: s = 1, ... , N, (2.19) 
E{eitIt) = 0, t= 1, ... N, (2.20) 
E{eitejt) Cfij, i =/:j, t= 1, ... ,N. (2.21) 
E(eitejt) 2 Cf ei, i=j (2.22) 
The ISIM lifts the assumption that the correlation between the residuals term eit, i = 
1, ... ,p, t = 1, ... , N, of the different shares is zero as specified in Equation (2.21). And 
the estimates of the covariances of the residuals are included in the estimated covariance 
matrix used to produce the efficient frontier for the ISIM model. Empirically, it was found 
that the correlations are not zero and correlations of up to 0.25 were observed in a sample 
of the 20 JSE listed shares used later in this mini-dissertation. 




E(ee') = n = : 
Cf pI 
with 
cov{R) =Cf~f3f3' + n = CPo 










2.6 Empirical Study: Sharpe Index and Improved Sharpe Index Models 23 
and 
var(P) = W/((J~f3f3' + !1)W = W/~W = u;. 
We then use the Quadratic Programming optimization with the ~ matrix subject to Ef=l Wi = 
1 and any other equality or inequality constraints and bounds. 
where 
The quantities to be estimated are 
PI' (J~, 0:, f3 and !1. 
The regression residuals are again used to the create the matrix E 
E= . . 





~ 1 ~ ~ I 
!1=--EE 
N-2 
and the estimated covariance is 
2.6 Empirical Study: Sbarpe Index and Improved Sbarpe 
Index Models 
2.6.1 The Data 
A diversified set of 20 shares from the JSE in South Africa was chosen for the empirical 










2.6 Empirical Study: Sbarpe Index and Improved Sbarpe Index Models 24 
1. Anglo American pic (anglos): A global leader in mining and natural resources and 
owns a well diversified range of high quality assets. 
2. JD Group Ltd (jdgrou): The Group carries on the business offumiture and appliance 
retailing as well as the provision of financial services. 
3. Pick 'n Pay Stores Ltd (picnpay): The company is an investment holding company 
whose subsidiaries are active in the retail area. The Pick 'n Pay chain is one of the 
largest supermarket chains in South Africa. 
4. Remgro Ltd (remgr): The company is an investment holding company. Cash income 
is derived mainly from dividends and interest. The group's interests consist mainly 
of investments in tobacco products, banking and financial services, printing and 
packaging, building and motor components, medical services, mining, petroleum 
products, food, wine and spirits and various other trade mark products. 
5. Soutb African Eagle Insurance Company Ltd (saeagl): A short-term insurance 
Company in South Africa. 
6. Sappi Ltd (sappi): Sappi is a pulp and fine paper products group with manufacturing 
facilities on four continents and an international sales network that markets the group's 
products to over 100 countries. 
7. Suol Ltd (suo): The Sasol Group of companies comprises diversified fuel, chemical 
and related manufacturing and marketing operations. These core operations are 
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8. Tiger Brands Ltd (tigbra): A management company with operations primarily in 
a variety of food and health related businesses. These include, inter alia, milling, 
baking, confectionery, rice, pasta, fruit and vegetables, wholesaling, edible oils, and 
health care products. Tiger Brands has interests in fishing and overseas investments in 
the barley, malt and food industries. 
9. Tongaat-Hulett Group Ltd (tongaat): Tongaat is a diversified industrial group with 
interests in the sugar and aluminum industries. 
10. Absa Group Ltd (absa): ABSA is one of the four big banks in South Africa 
that offers a comprehensive range of banking services, bank assurance and wealth 
management products and services. 
11. African Oxygeu Ltd (afrox): The company is an integrated, full-spectrum gas and 
welding products business and is the largest such business on the African continent. 
12. Anglo Platinum Ltd (angpla): The world's largest platinum producer, it mines 
platinum and PGM metals in the Bushveld Complex with 5 underground mines and 
one open pit mine. Gold, copper, nickel and cobalt are recovered as by-products. The 
company has its own precious metals and base metals refinery. 
13. Harmony Gold Mining Company Ltd (harmo): Harmony is an unhedged gold 
mining company with an annualised production in excess of 2 million ounces of gold. 
The company is engaged in gold mining in South Africa and Australasia in addition 
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strategy of growth through acquisitions and has emerged as the fifth largest gold 
producer in the world. 
14. Johnnic Communications Ltd (johnnie): This company has an investment holding 
company in the media and entertainment industries. 
15. Liberty Group Ltd (libert): This is a financial services group focused on developing, 
marketing and managing a comprehensive range of investment and risk products 
designed to cater for all personal and corporate investment, life assurance, disability, 
health assurance and retirement needs. 
16. Nampak Ltd (nampac): The group is the largest and most diversified packaging 
manufacturer in Africa with operations in the United Kingdom and Europe. It 
produces packaging product  from metal, glass, paper and plastics, and is a major 
manufacturer and marketer of tissue products 
17. Nedbank Group Ltd (nedcor): Nedbank is one of South Africa's large banking 
groups. The group provides banking, mortgage loan finance and general financial 
servIces. 
18. Reunert Ltd (reun): Reunert manages a number of businesses focused on electronics 
and low-voltage electrical engineering. Reunert is included in the ALSI 40 index 
19. Pretoria Portland Cement Company Ltd (PPC): PPC manufactures and sells 
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20. Edgars Consolidated Stores Ltd (edcon): The Edgars group business is the retailing 
of clothing, footwear, accessories, home textiles and others through its stores in 
southern Africa. In its factories the group manufactures a broad range of family 
clothing which is sold through its own outlets and to the outside market 
JSE Overall Index: This is the major equity index of South Africa listed shares. 
An extensive time series was used of monthly log return data spanning 224 obser-
vations from 1988 to 2007. A program written in EVIEWS 3 was used to calculate the 
returns, perform the regression, and calculate the covariance and return estimate. 
2.6.2 Study Objectives 
The objective of this empirical study is to investigate the effect of using the Sharpe Index 
Model (SIM) and Improved Sharpe Index Model (ISIM) on the mean-variance response as 
represented by the efficient frontier and to use a more substantial set of shares to verify the 
results of Hossain et al. (2005a) for the single index model independently. 
2.6.3 Methodology 
A program written in EVIEWS 3 was used to calculate the returns, perform the regression, 
and calculate the covariance and return estimate for each of the models. The equation for 
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basically on top of each other. These results show that SIM under-estimates the risk of the 
portfolio compared to the original Markowitz model. This is due to the fact that less of the 
covariance structure information of the constituents is used in the construction of the SIM. 
The value of the ISIM is that the removed covariance structure, of the SIM, is replaced by 
the estimated covariance structure of the constituents' residuals. This will explain why the 
ISIM frontier lies 'very close to' the Markowitz frontier. 
2.6.5 Conclusion 
The SIM covariance produces an efficient frontier to the left of that of the historic co-
variance of Markowitz. However, the ISIM produces an efficient frontier 'very close to' 
Markowitz efficient frontier. We conclude that the residual covariances that were not in-
cluded in the construction of the Sharpe Index Model are predominately positively corre-
lated and therefore the model underestimate the risk in the portfolio compared to the ISIM 
and Markowitz models for this selection of shares. 
The ISIM incorporates the residual covariance, resulting in an efficient frontier sim-
ilar to the Markowitz. The ISIM therefore uses all the available information to create its 
covariance estimate. The ISIM has the advantage over the traditional Markowitz models 
that it distinguish between systematic and non-systematic risks. The model is also extend-











The Sharpe Multi Index Model 
Sharpe Multi Index Models (SMIM) are an attempt to capture some ofthe non-market 
influences that cause securities to move together. The idea is to use indices that are not too 
correlated with the market index to capture additional information relevant to the shares that 
was not contained in the market index. There are other uses of multi-index models besides 
predicting the correlation structure of a portfolio. Multi-index models can be used to study 
the impact of events, or as a method for tailoring the return distribution of a portfolio to 
the specific needs of an investor. It can also be used to analyze the cause of good or bad 
performance on a portfolio according to Elton, Gruber, Brown and Goetzmann (2003). 
The Sharp Multi Index model can be written as 
i 1, ... ,p, t = 1, ... ,N, 
with the following assumptions 
E( e;t) 2 (J" ei (3.23) 
E(eiteis) 0, t =I s = 1, ... , N, (3.24) 
E(eit1jt) = 0, j = 1, ... , M, t = 1, ... N, (3.25) 
E(eitejt) 0, t = 1, ... , N, (3.26) 
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These assumptions are identical to the Single Index Model where in Equation (3.25) we 
now also assume that the disturbance term eit is also independent of the indices I j , j = 
1, ... , M. This again is a normal assumption in regression. We further assume that the 
indices are dependent with covariances given by Cjk in Equation (3.27). Also note that this 
equation introduces a further M(M + 1)/2 covariances with covariance matrix 
C = [cjk], j, k = 1, ... , M 
between the M indices. Let 














3 The Sharpe Multi Index Model 
The covariance matrix of the p returns R t is then 
E[Rt - E(Rt)] [Rt - E(Rt)]' 
E[f3(It - ILl) + etl [f3(It - ILl) + etl' 
f3E(It - ILI)(It - ILdf3' + E(ete~) since E{Ite~) = 0 
32 
f3Cf3' + n since E( ete~) = n and C =cov{It ) (3.28) 
CPo 
For portfolio P= W'R = Ef=l WiR.. we have that 
and 
a; = var{P) = W'cpW. (3.29) 
The objective function for our quadratic optimization problem then becomes Equation 
(3.29) with the constraints set to Ef=l Wi = 1 and any other constraints or bounds rel-
evant to the portfolio creation 
Estimation of <1> and related parameters 
Our estimates for the return of the portfolio would be 
E(P) = W/R 
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where I;,·adj ·is the mean adjusted matrix ofthe indices and n is estimated by 
1 A A I 
-:-::--~---,-EE 
N-M-1 
and again, as in the case ofthe SIM, n diag = diag(n). 
We have lost M + 1 degrees of freedom via estimation in the regressions. E is again 
the matrix of regression residuals : 
A (:~~ :~~ 
E= . 
epl 
3.1 Improved Sharpe Multiple Index Model. 
The Improved Sharpe Multiple Index Model (ISMIM) can again be written as 
i 1, ... , p, t = 1, ... , N, 
with the following assumptions 
(3.30) 
aij, i=f.j, t=l, ... ,N. (3.31) 
0, t =I s = 1, ... , N, (3.32) 
0, j = 1, ... , M, t = 1, ... N, (3.33) 
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Similar to the Improved Sharpe Index Model, the covariances between the residuals are 
included in the model as is seen in Equation (3.31). The residuals are still independent of 
each of the indices, but the covariances between the index and residuals are now included 
in this model Cjk. 
The model is then again 
The covariance matrix of Rt is the same as Equation (3.28), 
cov(Rt) 
j3Cj3' + n = 4>. 
For the estimate of a; we have 
with 
(3.35) 
The matrix C is the estimated covariance matrix of the indices, 
(3.36) 
where I;n·adj ·is the matrix of M mean adjusted indices (the mean subtracted from each 
element in the time series), each oflength N and n is estimated by 
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with 
(3.38) 
The estimated return of the portfolio E(P) = W'R is calculated in the same manner as in 
the previous section. 
3.2 Empirical Study: Multiple Index Model 
3.2.1 The Data 
The same 20 portfolio constituents were used as in the Single Index empirical study. For 
the indices a range of 10 possible candidate indices or factors were considered.: 
• The JSE Overall Index (JSE); 
• Anglo Gold share price (anggol) as a proxy for a gold index; 
• The Dow Jones Transport index; 
• The Gold Price in ZAR; 
lit Impala Platinum Holdings Ltd share price as a proxy for a platinum index; 
• Ricbemont Securities as a proxy for international share markets; 
lit Palabora Mining Company Ltd (palam) as a proxy for the copper index; 
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• The price of Crude Oil per Barrel 
• The Rand Dollar (dollar) exchange rate in Rands. 
It was unfortunate that we were forced to use the shares as indices. However only 
the JSE Overall Index remained unchanged over the period from August 1988 to February 
2007. Most of the current FTSE/JSE indices were only launched in the last 5 years and 
therefore did not have enough data to be used. It was decided to limit the multi index 
models to only four indices. Therefore a variable selection procedure was applied to select 
four indices from the set of ten. 
3.2.1 Variable Selection 
The process of selecting the four indices was as follows: 
I. Run multi index regression models against aU indices for all ofthe 20 share.s. 
2. The t-statistics of the 10 coefficients were tabulated. The number of absolute t-statistics 
greater than 2 (representing a greater than 95% significance) was calculated. 
3. The two indices with the lowest number of absolute t-statistics greater that 2 were 
removed. The Dow Jones Transport and Gold Price in Rands were removed for the 
set. The procedure was repeated. 
4. After the second round of elimination the FTSE 1 00 and Richemont were removed. 
5. After the third round of evaluating the t-statistics for the coefficients of the index for 
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In each case, except share number 12, namely Anglo Platinum Ltd, the Schwarz Cri-
terion improved with the reduced model. One reason why the model for Anglo Platinum 
was negatively affected by the reduced indices was that Impala Platinum, one of the candi-
date indices, was removed in the final step of variable selection. Anglo Platinum had a very 
strong beta coefficient with a t-statistic of 12.0 for the Impala Platinum independent vari-
able, as can be expected, and removing this index had a detrimental impact on the model 
for Anglo Platinum. 
The four indices used are as follows: JSE Overall Index, Anglo Gold, Palabora Min-
ing Company Ltd, and the dollar price in Rands. The correlation matrix ofthe four indices, 
















As can been seen from the correlations above, only the JSE overall and Anglo Gold 
are significantly correlated (0.505). The rest of the indices are relatively uncorrelated. 
3.2.2 Study Objectives 
In this study we extend the single index model by introducing additional indices. The 
objective is to see the effect of introducing new indices on the risk return efficient frontiers 
of the different risk models. Also, we would like to see if the SMIM and ISMIM model 
frontiers have the same relative positions as the SIM and ISIM efficient frontiers. Also, we 
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3.2.3 Methodology 
After the variable selection process was completed, the reduced regression models were 
computed using EVIEWS3. Covariances of the indices were estimated using Equation 
(3.36). The E matrix was calculated as in Equation (3.38). The nand e covariance ma-
trixes were created as in Equations (3.37) and (3.35). These 2000 matrixes were exported 
to MATLAB were the quadratic programming routine was applied to calculate the efficient 
frontiers and market portfolios. A VBA program in Excel was used to plot the results. 
3.2.4 Primary Findings 
After following the above methodology, the Markowitz, Sharpe Multi Index Model and 
Improved Sharpe Multi Index Model efficient frontiers were created and are displayed in 
Figure 3.2. The same profile between the Markowitz, SMIM and ISMIM was found as in 
the single index case. Again the efficient frontiers ofthe ISMIM and Markowitz models are 
basically on top of each other. In Figure 3.3 we compare the impact of adding additional 
indices to the location of the efficient frontiers of both the Sharpe and Improved Sharpe 
models. 
In Figure 3.3 it is shown that the risk return profiles of the ISIM and ISMIM are 
very similar. Again this is predictable based on the fact that both are close to the same 
Markowitz frontier. The effect of using the SMIM compared with the SIM produces a less 
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tional value for portfolio building. The one benefit these regression models have over the 
Markowitz model is their ability to be extended with ARMA and GARCH components. 











ARMA and GARCH Regression Models 
In this chapter we extend our SIM and ISIM regression models of the shares by 
including ARMA terms that model serial correlation and GARCH extensions used to model 
conditional variance in the time series data. After introducing these models in section 4.1 
and 4.2, we apply the methodology the JSE shares, first with a 9 share portfolio in sections 
4.3 and then with the full set of 20 shares in section 4.4, and investigate the effect on 
the efficient frontier and the resulting market portfolios. We then investigate and evaluate 
which of these methodologies created better models. 
4.1 Linear Regression Models with Autocorrelated Errors. 
ARMA models (Box and Jenkins, 1970) are used to model the conditional expectation of 
the current observation, given the past observations. An ARMA model achieves this by 
modelling the current observation as a linear function of the past observation and error 
terms combined with a new error term. If a satisfactory ARMA is found, it can be used 
to forecast the next data point in the series conditional on all the previous data points. But, 
unfortunately, forecasting will not be possible in the context of a regression model. In 
the regression model the ARMA terms are fitted to the residuals of the regression and are 
therefore dependant on the independent variable (index in our case). So even if you have a 
perfect model to calculate the forecasted return Rt+l data point, you will need It+! data to 
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where Wt is white noise and both ¢1 and 01 are assumed to be zero. The model was esti-
mated using EVIEW3, resulting in: 
Rt -0.00238 + 1.401179449It + et 




with R2 = 0.695 and standard errors on the parameters for the index It, AR(2) and MA(2) 
of 0.0629, 0.102 and 0.134 respectively. They were all highly significant with the AIC 
equal to -2.991. Figure 4.6 shows the correlogram ofthe residuals of the model. By adding 
the ARMA tenus in the residuals, we are able to remove the induced time series behaviour 
ofthe residuals and create a more accurate model with a slightly higher R2. This improved 
the ATC from -2.876 to -2.991, gave a smaller standard error on the beta estimation ofthe 
index and resulted in no autocorrelation in the residuals. 
The equations (4.39) and (4.40) can be generalized to include SIM (or SMIM) with 
any ARMA(p, q) error tenus as: 
(4.43) 
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Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (ARCH) models were introduced by 
Engle in 1982 and are specifically designed to model and forecast conditional variance or 
volatility. In the model, the variance of the dependant variable is modelled as a function of 
the past values of dependant and independent variables. 
The ARCH model was generalized by Bollerslev (1986) and Taylor (1986) as the 
Generalized ARCH (C ARC H) model. In a C ARC H process the variance is modelled as 
a function of past values of the dependant variable, independent variable and past variance 
values. 
These models are widely used in financial time series analysis. The reason for this is 
that standard regression type models assume that the residuals from the regression model 
are homoscedastic. When this assumption is violated, as is the case in many financial time 
series data, the results should be adjusted in order to compensate for heteroscedastic errors. 
So in using C ARCH type models, where the heteroscedasticity in the errors is handled 
properly, more efficient estimators can be obtained. 
It is also commonly known that share returns have more extreme values than can 
be expected from the standard assumptions of the normal distribution. One approach is 
to incorporate these outliers in the model by assuming that the conditional variance is not 
constant but heteroscedastic. In such models, outliers occur naturally when the variance 
is large. Therefore C ARC H processes are categorized by changing variances as well as 
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A general GARCH(p, q) model in the residuals of a regression model is given by 
the following equations: 
(4.44) 
where Zt rv rv(O, 1) (4.45) 
q p 
'Yo + L 'Yje~_j + L wjoLj for t = 1, ... N. (4.46) 
j=l j=l 
Here et are the residuals of the regression for each time step t and Zit represents a random 
error with mean zero and variance one. The parameter p is the degree of the G ARC H 
component and q is the degree of the ARCH process. Since the equations above express 
the dependence of the variance of returns in the current period on historic data (i.e. the 
values of the variables eLj and oL) from previous periods, it is a conditional variance. 
The most basic and widespread version of this model, and also the one used in this mini-




where Zit represents a random error with mean zero and variance one. The variance is 
always positive, so we expect that the regression coefficients 'Yo, 'Y1 and WI will also be 
positive. The conditional variability of the errors defined in Equation (4.47) is determined 
by the constant part, 'Yo, the ARCH component 'Y1 e;_l in the previous error and the GARCH 
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The sum of the regression coefficients (11 + WI) expresses the influence of the vari-
ability of variables from the previous period on the current value of the variability. This 
value is usually close to 1.0, which is a sign of increased inertia in the effects of shocks on 
the variability of returns on financial assets. This value is required to be smaller that 1 for 
a stable GARCH(1, 1) process (Tsay, 2002, p.94) 
4.2.1 Properties of the GARCH models 
If one sets Vt = e~ - (7~ in Equation (4.49), it follows that: 
(4.50) 
So, the GARCH(l,I) model can be regarded, based on Equation (4.50), as an ARMA(1,l) 
process in the squared error e; series. Futhermore, from the properties ofthe ARMA model 
it follows that the unconditional variance of et is: 
Var{e) = E[e2] = 1'0 , 
1- 1'1 - WI 
(4.51) 
provided 1'1 + WI < 1. 
As is evident in Equation (4.49), a large value of et-l or {7t-1 produces a large values 
of {7~. So, large values of e~ tend to be followed by large value of e~+1 producing the 
volatility clustering observed in financial time series. 
A GARCH series produces heavier tails than the normal distribution. This can be 
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assumption 1 - 2'Yf - hI + WI? > 0, that the kurtosis is given by (Tsay 2002, p.94) 
and therefore the distrubution has fatter tails than can be expected from the normal dis-
tribution, again confirming the link between volatility clustering and fat tails. Another 
interesting property of the GARCH(l,l) model is that the unconditional multi-step ahead 
forecast convergences to the unconditional variance given in Equation (4.51), as the fore-
cast horizon increases, that is for: 
2 'Yo 
(Jt+l ---+ as l ---+ 00. 
1 - 'Y1 - WI 
under the condition that 'Y1 + WI < 1 and that var{et) exists. 
4.3 Empirical Study: Comparing a 9 share and a 20 share 
portfolio. 
In this study we build efficient frontiers using the first 9 shares presented in Chapter 3 
of the set and compare them to the efficient frontiers using the full set of 20 shares. We 
demonstrate consistency in the results when using either a set of 9 shares, as was used in 
the study of Hossain (2006), or a set of20 shares as is used in this dissertation. 
4.3.1 The Data 
The same data set was used as in the previous empirical studies. It is a set of 20 shares 
and 9 selected from them, including the JSE All Share Index. The data are monthly returns 
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4.3.2 Study Objectives 
The objective of this study is to compare the relative positioning of the efficient frontier 
generated by the different models using sets of 9 and 20 shares. 
4.3.3 Methodology 
The following models are considered: 
II Marko is the model based on the historic covariance. 
II SIM is the Sharp Index Model of Chapter 2. 
• ISIM is the Improved Sharp Index Model used in Chapters 2 and 3. 
• ARGA is an autoregressive with GARCH(l,l} time series model introduced earlier 
in this chapter. In this case unique AR components were fitted to each time series of 
residuals to minimize the autocorrelation. The specific model fitted for each share is 
summarized in Table 4.1. The ARGA model was used with both SIM and ISIM. 
4.3.4 Primary Findings 
The following results were calculated and compared with the results for a portfolio of 9 
shares from the Ph.D. of Hossain (2006) and results for the 20 shares used in this disserta-
tion. 
• Comparison of the SIM, ISIM and Markowitz efficient frontier positioning. 
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• l"umpamon of the AIUjA. I"IM and 1"11>1 model_ efficient front .. r f"\,ilioning, 
The rclati.e posiliun> of Ih. dfki.n[ fronl",r of the alx,,'~ m~nlioned model, ar~ 
shu"n m Figllre, 4, I and 4.2 and were f[}llnd to "" con."'I~nt. irre.'pecliv. ot using sets of 
9 or 20 .,hares. I he re,ulls wa, also t()uttd to be cottsistent WLtl! I losS[, in·s resu lts (2006) 
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I nail ca,., pre,enlcd in Figure 4,7 and Figllre 4.8 the effkient fronli.r ufth~ Sharpe 
Lttdex model i, ru,itioncd 10 the Iell oflhe Markowitz and Imp",,'. d Sharpe Index mode ls 
Thl' ,,~s fuund 10 r.c the ca.,. when pmili ... ly correlated residuals are domill" ttl. In Ch"pter 
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Fig. 4 8. Single Index Model, for the set 01'20 ,hares 
lion anJ ,how that the ,dat;," JKl,ition of the SIM efficient ti-ontie", CHn be pr"JlcteJ by 
comparing the "verage re,idual corre lation. I ndeed we tound a case where average re,idual 
correlation is negatIve and the efficient frontier oflhe StM i, to right ot the cQrre<pnnding 
151M effleient frontier. 
rhe,e re,ult, ,how the that ~t\1 undere,timate, the ri,l nfthe pnrtfo lio compH,ed to 
the 151M model. rhis i, due tn the fact that Ie" oftne cnvariance structure information 
or the constituent' is u,ed in the construction nfthe ~ I ""'. The improvement of the ISIM 
i, that the unu,ed covariance ,tructure ofth. SIM is replaced hy the estimated covariance 
,tructure of Ihe re,iojuals of the const ituent:;, 
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The efficient frontiers of the AR with GARCH(1,I) extension to the SIM and ISIM 
models presented in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the left shift effect. Again this result 
was consistent irrespective of whether we use 9 or 20 shares. This extension did create 
slightly better models, but results varied as is shown in the next empirical study. 
4.3.5 Conclusion 
Based on these results we conclude that consistent results are obtained compared to pre-
vious studies using a set of only 9 shares. In the next study we look in more detail at the 
regression model with ARMA and GARCH extensions using the set of 20 shares. 
4.4 Empirical Study: Regression models with ARMA and 
GARCH 
In this empirical study we will extend our index regression models by including ARMA 
and GARCH terms in our model. We will investigate whether these extensions produce 
improved models in terms of improved fit of the model, more accurate estimators of the 
coefficients of the equation and less correlated and more independent residuals than the 
simplified models. 
Then we will compare the risk-return behaviour ofthe portfolio created by these mod-
els as illustrated by the efficient frontiers of the models applied to our sample set of shares 
from the JSE. This will illustrate the effect of including ARMA and GARCH components 
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ficient frontiers. We then consider the portfolio members and their corresponding weights 
in the resulting market portfolios. 
4.4.1 The Data 
The same data set was used as in the previous empirical studies. It is a set of twenty 
shares and the JSE All Share Index. The data are monthly returns spanning the period from 
September 1988 to February 2007. 
4.4.2 Study Objectives 
Our objective is to establish the effect of using ARMA and GARCH(1,l) models on the 
residuals for both the SIM and ISIM models. We also want to compare the behaviour of 
these extensions for the SMTM and ISMIM models. 
4.4.3 Methodology 
It was decided to limit the study to the simple GARCH(l,l) extended models. The reason 
for this is that it has been shown by Hossain, Troskie and Guo (2005a) that the GARCH(I, 1) 
model exhibits "the most superior mean-variance frontiers when compared to other GARCH 
extensions in the single index setting." We will therefore limit ourselves to: 
• SIM, the Sharpe Index Model 
• ISIM, the Improved Sharpe Index Model 
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.. ISIM ARMA, an Improved Sharpe Index Model with ARMA time series 
components applied to each share regressed against the index . 
.. SIM GARCH, with GARCH(l, 1) applied to the regressions . 
.. ISIM GARCH, with GARCH (1,1) applied to the regressions . 
.. SIM ARGA, with ARMA and GARCH(l,l) applied to the regressions . 
.. ISIM ARGA, the Improved Sharpe Index Model with ARMA and GARCH(1,l). 
Also the study was repeated with the Sharpe Multi Index Models (SMIM) with the 
same set of chosen indices of the previous chapter. The above eight models were repeated 
for the multi-index case, with the model names stipulated below: 
.. SMIM, the Sharpe Multi Index Model 
.. ISMlM, the Improved Sharpe Multi Index Model 
.. SIM ARMA, a Sharpe Multi Index Model with ARMA time series components 
applied to each share regressed against the index. 
.. ISMIM ARMA, an Improved Sharpe Multi Index Model with ARMA time series 
components applied to each share regressed against the index . 
.. SMIM GARCH, with GARCH(l, 1) applied to the regressions . 
.. ISMIM GARCH, with GARCH (1,1) applied to the regressions . 
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• ISMIM ARGA, the Improved Sharpe Index Model with ARMA and GARCH(l,l) 
applied to the regressions. 
ARMA Identification 
The ARMA time series model was identified for each of the shares using the residuals 
for both the single and multi index models. The partial autocorrelation function was used 
to identify the specific lag orders. ARMA models were only applied if they produced a 
significant reduction in the autocorrelation of the residuals compared to no ARMA terms. 
AR terms were preferred over MA terms and were found to be adequate to model the time 
series dependencies of the regression residuals. A table of the resulting ARMA terms for 
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The ARGA models we are using are a combination of ARM A(p, q) models to re-
move the serial correlation and GARCH(l, 1) models to model the volatility ofthe resid-
uals. The full regression model can be summarized as follows: 
R"t (}:i + f3It + eit (4.52) 
eit ¢ilei,t-l + l1il a i,t-l + ait assuming ARMA(l, 1) (4.53) 
ait a it Zit (4.54) 
2 ~fiO +rila;t-l +Wila ;t_l assuming GARCH{l, 1) (4.55) a it , , 
i 1, ... ,p, t= 1, ... ,N, (4.56) 
where Zit has mean zero and variance one. The standard assumption is that Zit rv N(O,l) 
and is the one we will follow. The ARM A only model excludes the terms in Equation 
(4.55) and the GARCH only model excludes the terms in Equation (4.53) 
EVIEWS 3 uses a nonlinear regression technique to estimate the ARMA models. 
More detail can be found in the EVIEWS 3 help files. 
ARCH-GARCH type models are estimated in EVIEWS 3 by the method of maximum 
likelihood, under the assumption that the errors are conditionally normally distributed. Be-
cause the variance appears in a non-linear way in the likelihood function, the likelihood 
function needs to be maximized using iterative algorithms. 
An EVIEWS 3 program was created to calculate the returns, perform the regressions, 
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from Chapter 2 were used to estimate the covariances for the 81M and 181M: 
~SIM (4.57) 
(4.58) 
These 20 x 20 matrices were then exported to MAlLAB 7 and the quadratic program-
ming problem was solved producing the efficient frontiers and associated portfolios. The 
programs can be found in the Appendix A and B respectively. 
4.4.4 Primary Findings 
Model Building 
From a model building point of view, the added complexity of the ARMA and 
GARCH models has a beneficial effect on the estimation of beta value for the shares. This 
can been seen, from the higher value of the average t-statistic for the shares in Table 4.2 
below. 
SIM: SnIAR.MA SIl\IGARCH 
&ta T Statistic 9.326 9.446 10.246 
ajustedR- 0.2765 0.1913 0.2733 
Standard Errol" 0.0851 0.0846 0.0860 
Table 4.2 Comparing model statistics 
In Figure 4.9 we display the t-statistic for each of the 20 shares for the 81M, 81M 
ARMA and 81M GARCH and 81M ARGA, labeled as 81M, ARMA, 81M GARCH ONLY, 
81M 'and ARMA GARCH respectively, and in that order in the figure We notice that the 
effect of using GARCH in the model had varied results between the shares. It has a strong 
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Fig 4. 10. Adj",'ed R" fwmld\ 10 righl. SIM, SIM ARMA. SI.I.1(jA,HClI (1.1) and SIM 
Aj{(jA. 21 rde" to the average value of the 20 regre"ion, moJeb. 
(jARl'H extension had an increasing elleCl on the oh'erveJ average error. The.se changes 
are small and in all ca,e, re,uited in Ie" than I ~~ change from the origirJal average value. 
In thi' >edion we ~on,ider the mean ,m"mcc re'pun"" of 16 difTerenl model.. Fir,l 
we wnsiJer the efTecl of five different e,timation method" I!i,toric covariance (called 
.l.1arko): OI.S; AR.I.1A: "ARCH. AR~jA al1<l (;ARC[1 called ARGA:tJ introduced in this 
chapte,. These e.stimation method, "re apph~d to bolh lhe SIM and ISIM melhod, 1o wn-
,truct the covari"n~e matrkes, "' ,"troduced in Chapter 2. We then repeal lhe exercise in 
Ihe multi index fmmc""ork to create th~ SM 1M and ISM1M·. as introduced in Chapter J. 
We slart by I""king at the impact of changing the e.stimation method, on the S IM 










4.4 Eml'iric~1 Stu,I),: Regression modds "ilb ARMA ami GAI{ CH 
dlfTermt e,timation metflO,h. From ri~ht to left the frontiers are: the Markowil7 frontier 
with no rcgresslOn mndd applied, the SIM and th~ SIM ARM A do,e to eaeh oth.,- The 
SIM GARCH aoo SIM AR(jA tO~~lher on the far left Ihi, pattern is repeated for the multi 
Singl. Indu MOdels 
0.019 l __________ ........ ______ .......... __ -. .. __ .. ________ ~. 
001 81 
001 7 I 
~o0161' 
!O.01S. 
loc"j .:: 0 01 ] 
0012 , 
0011 '1M AAill'. 
L ____________ --------__ ----------__ ---------~I~::,,.,,'o,':"""~ 0.01 , 
000'5 0.001 000:15 0.00] o OO]~ o OO~ 
V ... i,"'~ 
Fig.4 I L From right to left thc frnnt lcr., arc, thc Marlwwit7 fronticr with no rcgression 
modd appllcd; thc STM and SIM ARMA close to each otherThc SIM GARCH and SIM 
ARGA together on the far left 
Index caSe in Fig"re' 4.12. Ag.ain from right to left the fronti.r., are: th. ,arne Markowil7 
fJOn(i~T at before; follo"ed by t~ SMI M and SMIM ARMA on top of each othcr "ith only 
SIM ARMA ,i,ihle m the figurc, the SMIM (;ARC] r and to lh . far left the SM]M AR(;A. 
Agam. a, "a, ,.en in Chapter J, all the re,ulti ng fronti.", lie funher to the right, elmer to 
the Markowil7 fromi.r, compared 10 (he single inde~ modcl~, and for the ,arne ,,'a,On as 
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Comp~ring The l..Iulti Index Model$ 
o 01 9 
o 01 8 
oaH 
§ 0,016 
: 0 015 
i 001( 













Fig:. 4.12. The '>MI~l Cfli"lCnl fmnticn From len to TI£h.S~ll~l ARGA. '>MIM 
ARMA,SMIM (,ARClI( 1,IJ,Sim and Marlo cxtensions for the 20 stock portfolio SMIM 
i, lLnd~meath the ~MiM (iARCH frontier 
mOre market infonnation Ln the covariance matrix than Ihe SIM and arc thereror~ moved 
close to th~ iSIM and Markowitz frontier.'_ 
In tile SIM case, the GARClI(I,I) and the combined ARMA (;ARC1I(1,1), called 
AR(,A, has a leti-shin effect on the STM frontiers. For the SMIM, th~ GARCH(I , I) had 
no effect. and only the combined AR(iA model has some kll ,hill df~ct on th~ frontier 
'" Can be se<:n in Figure 4.1 2, niL' les""r eff~ct of muiti index m<>del, to r~,idual m(>dd 
ntensions than th~ single index model could fle explained a. follows_ I he re.idual. from a 
multi index model are on aggregate smaller than the single i~dex modcl. Thi~ can be seen 
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>lnaller [u, lhe multi indc~ ~a,e ~umparcd ",ilh thc ,ingle index mooels. Modelling the 
We nOW repeat the inve,tigation Ii:>< the Improv.d Sharpe Model, (ISIM) III lh.,e 
mudeh !.he [ull cuva,i"nee ,Iruclure u[ the ,esiduul, i, u,ed to ~on'truct the covariance 
malrice>. In F,gure 4.D [uur elflcicnlli-unlie" arC shown. namely from righllo leQISIM 
ARMA.ISIM, ISIM ARGA and ISI~1 GAkCIL The (ifl.1 Iwu "re grouped un the right and 
the second groupoo to the l.ft. Adding (he ARMA ""t.nsion had the samC mmimal .ffect 
On buth [he l<aM and ISIM GARCH mooel" a, can he ,een frnm Figure 4.13 In Figur. 
~ 0.01 U 
!0U15 
i 001~ 
~ 0,01 J 
o ou 
o Ot 1 
""' U,U015 Q UQ2 0,0025 Q OQJ 
---_AA~ 
ISt.<AAGA 
- 1St.< GARCH 0f',L Y 
Q UU35 0,001 
Fig.4.n Four Ii-untiers '''C ,hoWI1, fTOm rlght to lell., TSTM ARMA, TSTM, ISTM ARGA 
and iSIM GARCH. 
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L _____ -----_ -"---_ _ --'CCC""'"'~cc''''"'"~''''""'~ 0.01 ~ 
0.0015 0.002 0.0035 O.OCI4 
Fig . ~ I~, Ihe Improved Mulli Itk.lex MOtlcl&' ISMIM ARMA i, un lh~ richl and ISM1M 
(oARCll i& On th~ Id\ and ,\1arko, ISMIM, ISr-liM AR(;,\ in the center -
Marl<o" i~£ Ironlicr;, 1 he ISMl"l ARMA i< on the right and ISMIM GARCll is otlthe leli 
and Marko. ISMIM. ISMIM i\RGA in th~ ~~tlk', li&ing m,,111 ind"" model, ,e~m' to 
make Ihe effect of modell i ng th~ 'esid,," b I"" rotent, keeping thc re,uiling frontier< closer 
together. 
Th. m"rket I",rtfolios 
EYen though difk,en! modd, have differ,,,1 shifting effects on the resulting efficient 
'-""'tier, it does not n~~~"a,ily aff~ct Ihe re,uiting market portfo lios. In thi& r.ection we 
eMm",,, the ,,,,uiting portfo lios of the model& presented. TlJc markel portfOlio, w~re con-
strucled a»uming an annual ri<l free rate of 9%, If we namme the annllali£ed Sha'll" 
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highc,t Sharpc ratio of 0.56 for lhe SIM ARGA portfolio corrc,p(mJ, to the SIM ARGA 
efficient Ironti er flO,ition to the far left in Figure 4 II The SIM GARCII Sharpe ratio 









Fig 4 IS. Sharpe Ratio, oftfle Marketl'ortfolio, ofthe 'ingle and multi-index type modd, 
assuming an annual rLS[.. free rale of9>lo, 
i., ,'eT) clo.,e (O.55~) to this value and also the corresponding frontier in Figure 4. I I. rhe 
remainder of lhe Sharpe ralios follow in order ofthe po,itioning of the corre'ponding Ii'on_ 
tier< in the preceding four f'gure •. The ISIM', Sharpe mtios are \c" d"per>ed. and again 
tile"" mimic the behaviour ofth~ frontie" in Figure 4.1-' the ISIM and ISMIM Sharf>" 
ratios are veT) close to the original Marko portfolio. 'Ihe Sharpe ratios oflhe mul11 index 
model' are al,o ohserved (0 toe lower (han the correSj)Onding single index models. This can 
be ,'crified by companng Figure, 4.11 through Figure 4.14. 
In Figure., 4.16 and 4 17 "'e 'hOI' the exrected rerurns and standard deviahons oflhe 
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ter much. with o~ly a I ,03',~ ,pread in the return" The ,mall "ariation Can be e.\pbLt'lCd by 
th~ ,ariation i~ Ih. re,ulting porlfolio,. r~ Figure 4.17 we ,ee that th~ ,tandard de;"iatio~ 
0.22 
Fig. 4. 16, The Annualiz<:d E~jX:~I~d Returns ~flh~ portfoli~,. 
~f the ponfolio inv ... ,dy corr.sponds \\ ilh Sharpe ralio.' and Ih. po'itio~ing of lh~ fi'on-
tier.' from lefl 10 right, Thi, mahs s.nse ifo/\~ considers lhe formula tor Ih. Sharf>e ratio 
and th~ minimal v.rialion in Ihe eXl'Cckd r~tum,. Now we consid~T Ihe CO~'lruClion orthe 
porlfo I io" Only about h.1 I' or Ih e ,har~' avai lable were mduded in the portroli~,. Thi, is 
lypi",,1 ~f un~~nmained market porttolia< u,ing quadratic programming. In Figure 4.1 S 
and 4.19 we di'play portlolio memhers for SIM and ISIM cases. In all the portfolios rem-
gro i, the mo,t promit\ent share, The r~a 'On for lhis is thaI remgro ha, the highest Sharp~ 
ralio (OA53) orlh. a,ailabk ,h.res Inl~r~slingly en~ugh il d~e, nol hav<: lhe highe'l his-
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Fi~ 4 17. "I he A n ..... ,.1 "~d Standard o."vlall<>n. 
SIM Mlr"'tt Portfolios Consbuction 











remgo (l.Un5. Jonnie is included in the portfolio, OOt a, one of the minor components. 
I'rom Figure 4.1 Y and Figure 4.20 we >ee that the d,lTcrcnl moods proouec 4uitc >Lmibr 
ISIM M3tk.t Portfolios Construction 
w, 
,., 
Fig. 4.19. The 151M Porttulios 
I'ortfol io, if the full I 7 year data >et and uneon,tmined optimization i, usod . T1lc variatio", 
bct"ecn the portfolios. thollgh small. might h."c ~ signifie~nt dlcel on the resuiling pcr-
formance of tOe portfolios. This statement and the relative rerfnrmance of the model, wi II 
be tested in Chapler 7. 
4.5 Conclusion 
Lhing ARM,\ and (iARCH did iml'll)ve beta e.,timation and H' in the regrc"ion model>. 
The effect on the re,iduals varied. In general, the addition of AK~A component, reduced 

















Fig 4.20. The SMI M Portfo lio., 
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on the other hand, seem to have a slight negative effect on the resulting the residuals. These 
effects where less pronounced in the multi index case compared with the single index. 
As shown in Figures 4.11 to 4.14 the ARGA (ARMA and GARCH(l, 1» extensions 
move the frontiers to the left, discounting the risk in the portfolio. This effect is most 
pronounced in the SIM type models in Figure 4.11. In the SMIM models the effects are still 
visible but to a lesser extent and we find a general tighter grouping of the frontiers closer 
to the Markowitz frontier. For the ISIM and ISMIM models, the concentration closer to 
the Markowitz frontier is even more pronounced. The ISIM model is by its nature closer 
to the Markowitz, as is explained in Chapter 2. The multi index models are less sensitive 
to residual modelling. The reason for this is that the additional indices incorporate more of 
the variances in the share prices than can be incorporated by just the one index, resulting in 
smaller residuals. 
The resulting models did produce different portfolios, but the biggest changes were 
produced by using improved Sharpe models or multi index models rather than an ARMA 
or GARCH extension. It is also noted that the SIM type models are less concentrated than 
the other portfolios. 
In conclusion, the ARMA and GARCH extensions of the index models have a min-












Bounded Influence Regression 
5.1 Introduction 
Managing the effect of outliers in statistical data is an extensive and ongoing research area 
in Statistics. In financial research there is an ongoing debate on the management of outliers 
in modelling. In this chapter we follow one approach called Bounded Influence Regres-
sion. This comprises of down weighting excessive log returns, in both the independent and 
dependant variables, before fitting a regression model. In the next three sections we intro-
duce three weighting functions. We then use two empirical studies to investigate the effect 
of these weighting functions on the efficient frontiers and the resulting market portfolios of 
the models. 
5.2 The Flat Weights Function 
One possible elementary weighting function is to set the high and low extreme return values 
to zero. Formally, if X(1), ... , x(n) are the n ordered of observations from Xl, ... , Xn we 
can choose some real number TE[O, 0.5) and let L = [Tn] + 1 be a T-Iower index and 












". Ddln~ "L, ...• '"" a" [he ordered rank> of x" ", x". rhen [he weight" will ,imply l>c: 
11'; ~ n, 1', < L, 
0, r, > V 
L :S I' ,S:U 
for i 1, ... ,n. 
For c"ampic in Figur~ 5.22 (h~ HUI "eights function is applied 10 the log returns a/ the JSE 
Overall ! ndc~ "ith a ;- value of 0.15. Note (hal Ihe IUp and bunom 15')', m ints arc ~1 10 
£ero. Thi, i, a ralher crude way of J~" I ing wilh fa t taii> and po tential o utlier> in the returns 
Flat Weighted Returns 
___ O.Uf>' 
, " I 
·o.u 
J -~t4 
'-______ ,'~,J_ ___ ... 
Fig. 5.22. ,\ plo! urth~ l o~ f~lurn' VS. tile w~ig hteJ log return, fm !h~ su ,,"ll~J nat \\~igh­
ing funct ion. 










5.3 Mallows Weight Function 78 
5.3 Mallows Weight Function 
Here we will follow a similar approach to de Jong, de Wet, and Welsh (1988) in which 
they used the Mallows weights in bounded influence regression. The following weighting 
function was introduced by Mallows (1973). We follow the set up as in Section 5.2. but the 
weights associated with the Xi are now: 
(5.59) 
for i 1, ... ,n, (5.60) 
where Di = 2Xi - x(U) - X(L). As de Jong et al.(l988) note, the weights are chosen so 
that the outliers in the independent variable space are given less weight according to their 
distance from the center of that space. de Jong et al (1988) chose T = 0.15 which they 
showed to work well in practice. The profile of the Mallows weighting function on the 
JSE Overall Index is illustrated in Figure 5.23. 
Immediately, one notices the non-symmetrical behaviour of the weighting function 
on extreme positive and negative returns. Also the returns higher that the order statistic U 
are weighted down lower than U, so that the resulting extreme positive returns are lower 
than the highest unweighted returns close to U. 
Initially it was suspected that this asymmetry was caused by the data not being cen-
teredo To investigate this, the returns were mean-adjusted and the Mallows weights re-





















~ , -0,3 "' -0,1 "' "' -0,0 
,d. . 
• • • 
'0,08 
r ig. ,,11. A plot of the rctunJ<; of the JSI:: Ovcralllndcx vs the Mallow,' weighted returns 
TI1<.; Mall,,,, s "elg-h, pmfi Ie i, not symmetrical and doe, flOt increase munutunicali). 
that f,gur~, the effect of using. mean-adju,ted return' gives a Hatler, Ie" ,mooth "eight 
Ii.lIIctioo. llowe\er the as) mmetry, twugh Ie" pronouIICed, qill remain~. The weight' as-
signed to Ihe rositiw ~Xlr<.:me val""" d"cn:as" ,,,[urn, bduw Ih~ upp<.:r roim U, with a 'harp 
bend In the prufik, cau,mg a non-,mou[h prof, Ie- in lh~ r<.:turm. Ttl<: ,,'ason "hy the ",sult-
ing weighted ,etum, have neen reduced nel<M' the point U can ne found h} examining L 
and Ii order ,tati,tics for the JS~. Overall Index and T _ O,l~. lle re we use the normal 
lion-mean adjusted returns. 
T_O.l:1 l\Vg- Re[urn' Avg W~ig-ht' 
Avg Weighl~d 
Value , R,,[urn 
" - 223 • Ix:lowLlaoov~ U Ix:luwLiabO\·" U , , Ix:lowLl abuv~ U 
;, 0.047 l' 0.0887 0.611 0.0542 
U 0.0'):1 Hill i 11.11768 11.687 O,Wi1H 
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Fig. 5.24. Returns v,. MeHn adju'lw ~hllov.s w~i~hled relurns for Ihe JSE Over.dllndex. 
'\ nailer Ie" ,monlh profile" ob",,\,ed 
I' ,om Table 5.1 tile tnp t 5% min! U lie& furthe' away Ii"",,, 7ern thart the iltmom I 5'X. 
mInt I.. Iln"ever, the averag~ ,~I"" ()flh~ relurns abow the poi nll,' i, 11 % lo"erth"" Ihal 
oOhe ave"'J~~ negat"c vHlue, below the pornl L on an ab,olul<: ba5ls. So, on avemge. Ih~ 
exlreme positiw relurn, of n. 07(oH are lower than the negalLve extreme returns of O.flilH7 
on ~n "h,nIUle ba& is. If we co""der the Ij-e~\lellc)' d i,tribul'OIl of lh~ retunl, in rigur~ 5,15 
"e .,ee that the med iH~ ~f the return,. 0.01 77, i, noticeable higr.cr tha~ the mean of O. 0 II g. 
Th i, is c()~si stenl wil h th. ,k~"\\ ne" of the return, (-1.258) being negatiw. implying a 
long ~ft tail (,ee Figure 5.25), The eX!r~me negat ive value, arc pul ling th~ mean to tilt: lett 










5.1 Mallows Wd~h t runction 
Ser",~ RJSE 



















Fig. 5.25. Frequency distriootioo of the (non-mean ajusted) return, of the JSE Overall In-
del< 
The a"y",,,,etl)' bct"een the weighted po,ilive and "eighted negative values i, be. 
~au,e the produ~t of the avera~e weight> above U and the average return, above U, (~alled 
the Avg Weighted Keturn ill Tahk 5.1) i,just lo"er than U itself. On the negative ,ide, the 
product of the average weights below {, and relurn, be low I, j, more negative than {, it-
self -rhi, eXl'lam, why the re<ui(i~g profile i, increasing on the r.cgative ,ide helow I, and 
de~rea,ing on the I"',ilive ,ide "oove U. Thi, beh"viour "flhe fund]()n "a, found for all 
eq uilie, and in<k~ return, te"ted and see",s to tJe a re,ult of the genera I negative skewne" 
oflhe return serie, irwestigated 
The sample ,ke".-ncs, of the J SF Overall IOOCh returns wa. -1.25 g I ~(erestingly. if 










5.3 1\Iallows Wd~bt Function 
0.45J i, found. So must ufthe negative sk~"ness can he explain~d hy th~ extreme values. 
In filcllhere arc mure small-to-medium up day, than there are small-to-"",dium down day, 
,n equity market return,. 'I hi, i, eon,i.,tem "ith "'} ing that mo.,t of the hig extr~m~ value, 
are negative in equiTy mark~ts 
An interesting observation On ,k""ne," "an be found if we ana l}'LC the negative and 
positive returns scpamlcly as IS shown in Figure 5.26 and Figure 5.27 We we the mean 
s.,,,", JSE~GRET 
Somple 1 00600 1 ~7,04 
aJserY.t"". 1 05 
~oo .<l.045747 - -!),IUiOO7 MoxiruTl _0.COJ249 
~ -!).::«i75-1 





Fig. 5.26. t Ii,togram of the ""'an adjusted negativ~ returns 
The sk~,,'nes>, IS nuw around the centr~ of the new .'erie.' and has a value of -:j fi92 
to.- The negative and 0.878 for the po,itive mUrn,. Th" kurtu,is i, 4 uite dilTerent bet ween 
the 1\\0 seri~s being 2·1.59 for the negative serie, ~ompared to;>, 71 of the positive .,erie.'. 










~A Tile ArcT" n " 'cighting funclion 
Ser"". JSH'OSRET 
~ 1938.01 19ge.Q.I 
OIlser"oI""' " 118 
~. 0.()40701 
"- 0 .036271 MlI<orrum 014921 6 
-~ ,= " 510 ~¥ 0029795 
Skewn ... 0.871>\53 
!UnOSl. J116293 
i ""'~-~. 11 .69902 
' P_y 0.1»)143 
Fig . 5.27. 11IStogram oflhe mean ajustcd positive relurns 
5.4 T he ArcTan weighting function 
A fler th e rather lengthy anal} sis of the working of Ifle Mallow, weighl functiun 00 eq u ity 
return data. w~ wou ld lik~ to Lntroouce an alternatiw mdhod of we ight ing share, and 
• fhe a,ymmetry in tfle weight ing functioo,. 
• The reducti0l1, o[ the extr~m~ po,it iw returns below that of order stati, tic l J. 










5.4 The ArcTan weighting function 84 
.. A function that is independent of any maximum or minimum extreme point but 
rather uses the top/bottom T percentage. 
.. A function that is parameter driven. 
In this dissertation a weighting function was designed, using an arctan profile to meet 
these criteria. The function is called the ArcTan weighting function and is designed in this 
study based on the arctan function. 
We denote the n observations of a variable as Xl, ... ,Xn , the ordered n observation as 
X(l), ... , x(n), and define rl, "'j rn as the vector of ranks from small to large of x, ... , X n . Let 
L = [Tn] + 1 be a T-lower index and U = n+ 1- L the T-upper index ofthe ordered series. 
Additionally we introduce the parameter >., a stretching factor above the U order statistic 
(typically>. is between 10% and 200%). The highest return value never exceeds (1 + >')U 
and the lower value is never less than (1 + >.)L. The ArcTan weighting function weight 
associated with the observation Xi is then: 
X(L) 'if 1 X· - X(L) 
-[1 + >.- arctan { - • )], ri < L, 
Xi 2 >. X(L) 
X(U) 'if 1 X· - X(U) 
-[1 + arctan ( - • )], ri > U, 
Xi 2 >. x(U) 
(5.61) 
1, L ~ ri ~ U 
for i = 1, ... , n. The reciprocal of the stretching factor>. is used in the argument of the 
arctan function to scale up the relative returns before arctan is applied. This function is 
parameterized by T and >.. The parameter T determines the upper and lower T% points to 
be weighted and>. how far they should stretch above (below) the point U (L) in terms of 










5.-1 Th~ Art'Tan .. ~iRhtinR function 85 
.lSI' Ov~rall ind~J(. i, ,hown in Figure 5.28 The function is guaranteed to h~ monotone, 
·0.3 
• 
.A .. ', .T~n Weighted Return, 
\/4 -
0.08 
0. 0 2 
·0.2 ·0.1 
-U.O 






Fig. 5.28. A plot of the Arc Ian \\.'eighting function applied to the .lSE Overall Index. 
increclsing clnd smooth for "II returns serie,. To illu,tmtc the vc"cltility ofthe pclmmeterized 
ArcTcln functIOn v.e dlSplcly the profil~ [ur).. varying from 1O'X to 2()(I'X [(If T = 0,15 in 
Figure 5.29. A ).. value of ]()"/. al~)\", th~ ~xtreme returns to ext~nd only ]()"I. ahove 
(""low) (] ( I.). A .\ value of J()'% will lim it 1he extreme value to 30"" clOOVC (be low) U (I.) . 
The higher the stretch varioole the less the extreme returns "re reduced "nd the stmlghter 











5.5 Empirical Study: The ArcTan weil:htinl!: function. 
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Fig. 529. I'he Arc I'an function Return rrofile for differenl A. 
5.5 Empirical Study: The ArcTan weighting functions 
In this ,"ction v.e investigate tfle effect of changing A. the 'tretchmg factor in Ihe ArcTan 
weighting ti.met ion. on the mell/l_variance efficocnt tro.mer "hi Ie leeping all other parame-
5.5.1 The Data 
The .,randard data sel was used a, in the previou, chaplers. It is a set oflwenly <hares and 
Ihe .ISF Over AlIltldc'<. Hoc data i, monthly time interval' <panning trom September 1988 










5.5 Empirical Study: The ArcTan weighting functions 87 
5.5.2 Study Objectives 
The objective of this study is to investigate the influence of changing the stretching para-
meter ,\ in the ArcTan weighting function on the resulting efficient frontiers in the mean 
variance space using the Improved Sharpe Index Model (ISIM). 
5.5.3 Methodology 
The ArcTan function as described in Equation (5.61) was applied to the set of20 share log 
returns and the JSE Overall Index. The T- parameter for the ArcTan function was kept at 
15% so only the top 15% and bottom 15% extreme returns are weighted. This was repeated 
for the ,\ parameter set to 0.1, 0.3 and 2.0. The weighting functions were implemented with 
VBA in Excel and the resulting weights were applied, in EVIEW3, to the 21 time series and 
the historic mean and ISIM covariance were calculated. The mean-variance optimisation 
was done using a quadratic programming algorithm in MATLAB. 
5.5.4 Primary Findings 
The effect of,\ on the resulting mean-variance frontiers is displayed in Figure 5.30. First, 
it is observed that decreasing ,\ causes the efficient frontiers to shift from right to left, 
reducing the apparent risk in the portfolio. As'\ decreases the individual variances of 
the weighted shares are decreased. This is consistent with the notion that the more one 
downweights the shares the less risky they appear to be. 
Secondly, it was observed, as is displayed in Table 5.2, that the expected return does 










5.1:> [m I'irkal Study: (' omparill~ the w~i~htill~ fmlctiuD' 
o 022 F~"!'~"!'~ 
om "'·'.0 ·0' 





ISM A _ 0.3 
- ISMA _ 2.0 
0.001 0.0015 0.002 0.0025 0.003 0.0035 0 .004 I 
Fig.5.JO rhe efficie 11l ff(\nlie" for dilleren!)' [1\ th e ArcTan "eighlitlg functions. From 
left 10 riglotA = (1,1, A = 11.:1 and A =~. 
mtuitively, hased on the fact that we reduce the extreme values on hoth the up arK! down 
s,de of th~ retll<ns. Therefore the lronti er, did "ot muve vertically. 
5.6 Empirical Study: Comparing thc wei~hting functions 
5.6.1 Thl' Data 
The standard data set of twenty sha,..,s a1\d (Jnly one inMx, (he JSE Overall l1\de>:, were 










5.6 Empirical Study: Comparing the weighting functions 89 
mary 2007. The log returns were weighted prior to regression using the different weighting 
functions. 
5.6.2 Study Objectives 
The objective of this study is to investigate the impact of using different weighting functions 
on the 20 share returns on the mean-variance profile and the resulting market portfolios 
created. We also investigate what effect weighting the data will have on the resulting market 
portfolio compared to using non-weighed share returns data. 
In addition, we will compare the impact of different weighting functions on the re-
sulting market portfolio, and, in particular, we will investigate whether using the GARCH 
extension has the same impact on weighted efficient frontiers as it had on unweighted effi-
cient frontiers in Chapter 4. 
5.6.3 Methodology 
The original return data for the twenty shares was transformed using the Flat, Mallows, 
and ArcTan weighting functions. For an three of these functions the T parameter was set 
to 15% and for the ArcTan function we used a stretching parameter)' of 0.3. After the data 
had been transformed, the regression models were built and the covariance estimate was 
obtained using the techniques described in the previous chapters. The relevant estimated 
returns and covariance matrix were used to create efficient frontiers using the quadratic 











5.6 Empirical Study: Comparing tbe weigbting functions 90 
5.6.4 Primary Findings and Results 
The following models are compared in this empirical study: 
• Marko: Mallows weighted historic covariance and mean are used to model the 
efficient frontiers. 
• WSIM: Mallows weighted Sharpe Index Model. 
• WlSIM: Mallows weighted Improved Sharpe Index Model. 
• WSIM GARCH 0: Mallows weighted Sharpe Index Model with a GARCH(l,l) 
extension. 
• WlSIM GARCH 0: Mallows weighted Improved Sharpe Index Model with a 
GARCH(l,l) extension. 
• ISIM: Unweighted Improved Sharpe Index Model. 
• FLATISIM: Flat weighted Improved Sharpe Index Model. 
• ArcTanISIM: ArcTan weighted Improved Sharpe Index Model. 
• MallowsISIM: Mallows weighted Improved Sharpe Index Model (same as WSIM). 
Comparison oftbe Efficient Frontiers 
First we look at the mean-variance response of the Mallows weighted portfolio and 
some of its extensions as discussed in the previous chapters. What we find initially is 
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5.6 Empirkal Study' Comparin:: Ih~ ... i~hlin:: functions 
MJliows W~lght~d R~tulns 
-" 
--~
-~ I ( 
--~GMCHO 
--WSIMGARCHQ 
,-l------_c--__ -l .. _, .. ~, .. ,,' .... , .. .." ... , .. ,,' .... 
I'ig. 5.3 I. This liguro ha, five dliciem f'(lIltier' in!\\oo (troup'. Tm. lOp grOlip cont",", lh" 
Weighted ShJrrc Inde~ Moocl(W~lMj"oo the WSIM GAROl Only cxtcnsion. Thc >cc-
on,1 grollfl conl"in, Mall~w, \\'~ightcd Markuwilt. (lhe Insluric wva,ioocej, the Improved 
Sha,pe Index model" ilh Mallo\\" "eight> applied (WlSlM) and WISIM GARCli. 
the ISlM rronli~". The reason for Ihi, is Ilial the Sliarp~ index model under.slimate, lhe 
""n-sysl~malic risk inher~nl In lh~ p"rtfulio "hich i, incorporated," the ISIM mooek 
Also. lhe WlSIM again ha, the ,amc m~an-vari"oce re'ponse '" the weighted MarkowilL 
cov"ri""ce slructure. Th('s~ h'" fronli~t:'i "r" on lop of eac li Nher, IOIl~thcr wilh the WlSIM 
UARCH O. Tlie argument here ag"in is l""t all 1m. availahle r.s idu"1 covariance h"s b~en 
included in the calculation or I"" wv...-i"oce matrlx and llleref<>rC the 'anlC dlicienl frunli~r 
i, prodllCed. 
Th~ inl~r~sling point uf lhe •• grap hs is the nun-elrecl uf llie GARCH(l , I) extension, 
urllie reg",,,ion model,. I'<>r bUlh WS1M, "nd WISIM. I"" GARCII(I.I) ex(ens i(lll had no 










5.6 Empirical Study: Coni paring t"~ \\cighting fundions 
",sronse to normal un,,;e ightcd rcturn,_ A, was ,een in th. previous charter, this had Hoe 
eiTc'C! of moving th~ e tlici ~n! trUIl! i~r, 1" 11", Idt r ur urowelghkd return data. l:\y weighting 
the relurns we r"dll"~ or eiimirlate the ~ff'<: l of GARC'H(1,I) moddlmg on the effiei"n, 
fromie", of the data_ 
l\ext we eurninc thc effie ient front'~..-s pnxioced b} 1m, different weighting funclion, 
In Figu~ 5,32 we ,how the thrcc mean-variance respon",s ofth~ Ihr'" weighted ISIM 
I 
~ 
CompJringTh. W. ,gt.d Mod.l~ 
0.019 
o 0 1 ~ 
om r --j :::: • • . ~ . ~ M"" • 
~ 0.014 Markel - - f .. tSM 
'<0 .013 AroTorjSl\<1 • 
0.012 
_. - w.t\OW1,,-" 
0.011 " Mlrklt , • , ~ 
om -c c= 0.I)J1 OU)15 o.elO2 00015 cw 00035 C~ 
V ... i,Ml<e 
Fig. 5.31. Tm, three mean vanance re<pon,c ofthe three weighted ISIM models: hom left 
10 tight: Flat ISIM, Mallows ISIM, !'1 reTln ISIM, and un_weighted ISIM. 
rroodels: from lett to right: Fla!lSThl, MallowslSIM, Arc laniSIM, and un-w~ighted IS IM_ 
hrst we observe Ihat all the "eighted retum model, under;tate the risk compared with 
the original ISIM model. Thi, can be expected. ,ince there are less extreme event~ in the 
".igbted return" The Hal emcienl frontier i, Significantly "lD"er" Ihan the othcrl. '1 his" 
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by examining the mean of the means of the returns (the MoMoR). The MoMoR ofthe flat 
weights returns is 0.00974 and is notably lower than 0.01345 or 0.01322, the MoMoR for 
the ArcTan and un-weighted returns respectively. 
Next we see that the Mallows and ArcTan efficient frontiers are close to each other 
in the region of the market portfolios. An ArcTan function with A = 0.3 was again used. 
Both frontiers are positioned as more attractive in terms of the risk and returns profiles 
compared to the ISIM modeL As was shown earlier, the efficient frontier of the ArcTan 
function can be moved left and right by adjusting the A parameter. Next we consider the 
interesting question of how different the resulting market portfolios of these models are and 
compare them to the market portfolio of the un-weighted returns. 
Comparison ofthe Market Portfolios 
The positions ofthe four market portfolios corresponding to the four weighted mod-
els are shown in the Figure 5.32. The market portfolio was calculated for an interest rate 
of 9% throughout. Table 5.3 shows the annualized Sharpe ratio for the portfolios. As can 
be seen from Table 5.3 and Figure 5.32, the portfolio with the highest Sharpe ratio is the 
FlatISIM follows by MaHowsISIM, ArcTanISIM and then the un-weighted ISIM. This is 
consistent with the positioning of the mean-variance frontiers for the different models. If 
one examines the standard deviations and expected returns in Table 5.3 for the ArcTanISIM 
and MallowsISIM, it is possible to see why the Sharpe ratio is higher for the ArcTanISIM. 
As was discussed earlier, the Mallows weights overly discriminate against large positive re-
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positive returns less and to produce a more smooth and symmetrical profile. Therefore the 
expected return for the ArcTaniSIM portfolio at 21.03% is higher than the MaHowISIM 
portfolio at 18.52%. Also, because the standard deviations differ only by 0.9%, the Sharpe 
Ratio for the ArcTaniSIM is higher than the MallowsISIM. 
ISIM FlatISIM MallowlSIM ArcTanISIM 
Annualized Sharpe Ratio 0.50 1.00 0.70 0.82 
Annualized Standard Deviation 18.1% 4.2% 11.6% 12.5% 
Annualized Expected Return 19.72% 14.03% 18.52% 21.03% 
Table 5.3 Portfolio Measures 
It is important to note that the portfolio performance figures calculated in this section 
are based on the weighted returns of the constituents of the portfolios and not the real un-
weighted return data ofthe shares in the portfolio. In Chapter 7 we will construct portfolios 
and run them over time and recalculate performance measures based on real market returns. 
We now look at the resulting portfolios. The composition of our four portfolios is shown in 
Figure 5.33. As can be seen from the figure, there are large changes in the portfolio con-
struction for the different models. The normal un-weighted returns market portfolio has the 
highest concentration in shares. The more aggressive weighting is applied, the better the 
resulting portfolios balanced between assets. This can be seen by counting the portfolio 
weights above 5%. 
Portfolio weights above 5% 
ISIM FlatISIM MaliowISIM ArcTanlSIM 
Number of shares with more 
7 11 9 9 than 5% weights 
The quadratic programming algorithm used to create these portfolios has no maxi-
mum holding constraints on the assets. It is therefore interesting to note that using the flat 










5.6 t:mpirifoal Study: ('oml'arin~ the wcightin~ function .• 







2 ~ 4 ~ 5 1 8 ~ 10 11 ,2 13 14 1~ 15 11 
.'0% J.-_ 
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Fig 5.33 I he weight, of the portfolio COrl.,utuent, for t~ four markel portfolio, uooer 
con,iderntion 
10%. Hie que,tion nri..,> (l.' In whether I () % co/mrni""d quadralic programming will pro-
duce the same nr similar share portfolio than in this portfolio. This point is addre'sed in 
Figure ;'.:l4. '11'e un-weighted ISIM cov"riance WaS used but the qloadmtic progr"mming 
WaS updated to lI>C a 10'/. IIp.,.,r constrainL The r~sulting portfoli" i, ,ho"n next to the flat 
weighted portfolio with r - () I 5 in ~ igure :;.:l·1. Every asset that is i"",luded in the capped 
ISIM I 0''10 portfolio is included in the I'btlSIM portfolio and then: "fC ,Ornc major ,imi-
larities be{\,een the lwO portfolio,. fhc FIa!lSIM portfolio j" however. mon: diverse a~d 
includc, 4 "dd ilional ,,,,ct, (I , 2, ~. and 16) not in the I(~I" capped portfol io 
It j, therefore not dear as to whether the Flail SI M is a proxy for a capped portfol io 










5.7 i.:oncl us;on 
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I Weights for the Market Portfolio , 
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Fig. 5.34. FlatlSIM market ror1folio aoo the ISIM with a hard ]0''% upl"'r limi! in any a_,_,eL 
5.7 Conclusion 
In til;, ch"pter "c inve_,ti~"tcJ _,orn  existin~ methods of "eighting return, and inlroduced 
a ne" method of weigflling outl icr., "-, ing a parameteri~~d extemion 0 f the arctan function 
We ;howcd that "eigfllin~ had a signific"111 effect 011 t"" m~"n-""riaTlCe re'ronse of a 
porlfolio of ,hare_,_ lJ _' ing the ;., parameter of the Arc run function, the effici~nt Irontier can 
be moved to the leli or to the right. 
We abo soo\\ed lhal too u.e of different we ighlillg functions 1m, dra_,lic effect, on 
100 rcsuhing market portfolio_,_ AI"" it was shown that GARClI extensions f1ad a mini-
m"1 effecl on lhe re<ulting efficient fromicr lor weighted return>. It wa, also ,hown lhat 











Principal Components Regression Models 
In this Chapter we investigate the use of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in cre-
ating alternative indices to be used in our Sharpe and improved Sharpe Multi Index Models 
(SMIM and ISMIM respectively). In the first two sections we introduce the PCA theory 
and the method of finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the covariance matrix using 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). In the empirical study four sets of principal compo-
nent (PC) indices are constructed using both the dependant and independent variables of 
the standard regression models (Aflleck-Graves, Money and Troskie, 1979). The model 
building performance and mean-variance response of these models are evaluated. The re-
suIts demonstrate the importance of residual correlation in the relative positioning of the 
SMIM frontier in relation to the ISMIM. We also find a rare example of negative correlated 
residuals and show how this 'moves' the SMIM frontier to the right ofthe ISMIM frontier. 
6.1 Theory of peA 
In this introduction we rely heavily on the class notes of Troskie (2000). Let the p-













6.1 Tbeory of PC A 98 
such that the covariance matrix of u is a diagonal matrix 
E(uu') A 
where).1 2:: ).2 2:: ." 2:: ).p 2:: 0 are the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix:E. The 
eigenvalues are the roots of the characteristic polynomial 
1 :E - AI 1= 0 
and B is the corresponding matrix of eigenvectors that satisfies: 
B'B = I, B':EB = A. 
The rth column ofB, B(r), satisfies 
Since the covariance matrix :E is always positive semi-definite, its eigenvalues are real and 
nonnegative. Let ().i, B(l)), ... , ().p, B(P)) be the eigenvalue-eigenvector pairs of:E, where 
).1 2:: ).2 2:: ... 2:: ).p 2:: O. We then have the following statistical result. 
Result: The rth principal component ofx is U r = B(r)' x and has maximum variance 
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In addition, we have that the total variance is 
tr(:E) = tr(BAB') 
p p 
tr{A)= I:: Ai = I::Var(Ui). (6.63) 
i=l i=l 
As a result of Equation (6.63), we can calculate the portion of variance explained by a 
principal component. The proportions of variance are also cumulative. So, for example, 
the percentage of the total variation explained by the first four components is given by 
Al + A2 + ~3. + A4 100% . 
• 
It is therefore possible to quantifY the amount of variation explained by a reduced set of 
principal components. 
6.2 Sample Principal Components 
The results developed in the last section are only directly applicable if the covariance matrix 
of the return data is known. Even though the real (and future) covariances of return data are 
unknown, they can be estimated consistently by sample covariances. To answer questions 
regarding principal components, distributional assumptions of the observed returns have to 
be made. Here we follow the approach in Press (1972) and present the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 
Let Xl, ., . , XN be N(> p) observations from N(JL, :E), where!': is a matrix with p 
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ues ),1 > ),2 > ... > ),p > 0 and eigenvectors B(l), ... , B(P) are the roots 
of 
1 E-kI 1= 0 
and the set of corresponding vectors g(1), ... , g(P) satisfying 
and 
where E is the maximum likelihood estimators of :E. 
The theorem was originally proven by Girshick (1936) and later streamlined by An-
derson (1958). The implication of the theorem is as follows: the sample eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors are maximum likelihood estimators of the sample eigenvalues and eigenvec-
tors of:E, under the normality assumption and provided that the eigenvalues are distinct. 
Sample Computation. 
Since Xl, ... , XN are N > p (sample) observations from N(J-l,:E) the maximum 
likelihood estimator of:E is 
[o-ij], for i, j = 1, ... ,p. 
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The unbiased estimator is then 
s=~"E. 
N-l 
The latter is preferred and is used in the empirical study. From Theorem 1, if G is the 
matrix of eigenvectors, then: 
G'"EG K or (6.64) 
"E GKG' where 
G'G I, 
that is G is orthogonal, and 
K = (~~ ~ ~ ) 
o 0 kp 










6.3 Empirical Study: Regression with Principal Component Indices. 102 
6.3 Empirical Study: Regression with Principal Component 
Indices. 
In this empirical study we use principal components (PC) to construct indices to be used 
in multi index regression models. Four sets of principal components are considered. We 
use the original set of ten indices in Chapter 3 to construct ten principal components. The 
first model considers all of the ten PC's (called PCAlO). The second model uses the first 
four PC's (caUed PCA4). The third considers the four PC that produced the best fitting 
regression model (called PCA4fit). These four PC's were selected using a variable selection 
procedure based on the t-statistics of the PC's beta value The fourth model is based on 
four PC's ofthe dependant variables (called PCA4shares) 
6.3.1 The Data 
The standard set of 20 un-weighted share returns and the full set of 10 un-weighted index 
returns, as described in Chapter 3, were used. The full time span of the data from 1988 to 
2007 was incorporated. 
6.3.2 Study Objectives 
The objective of this study is to establish the effect of using different PC indices for both 
the SMIM and ISMIM models. We will compare the quality of the model fit based on 
adjusted R2 and residual standard errors. We will then consider the impact on the risk-
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6.3.3 Methodology 
As mentioned above, four models were considered. The PCAlO, PCA4 and PCA4fit are 
based on the 10 indices introduced in Chapter 3. The PCA4shares model was based on the 
first four principal components of the share returns. The eigenvector and eigenvalues of the 
covariance matrix were calculated using the SVD on the mean adjusted and v'Ll weighted 
returns, as described in Appendix D. The unbiased estimate of the covariance matrix, 
s=~t. 
N-l 
is preferred and is used in this empirical study. 
The product of the eigenvectors and the return series give the orthogonal set of prin-
cipal components (PC) that are used as indices in the SMIM models. Using the eigenvalues, 
it is possible to quantifY the percentage of variance explained by the PC included in each 
of the models. In the PCA 10 model 100% of the variance of the indices is naturally ex-
plained by the 10 PCs. For the PCA4 model 80.0% of the variance is explained by the first 
four PC's. PCA4 does not produce the best fitting model and it was decided to select 4 PCs 
based on a variable selection procedure (PCA4fit). 
For the best PCA4fit model we decided to use the four 'best' fitting principal compo-
nents to the regression models ofthe 20 shares. Two methods where used to decide on the 
four best fitting components. First, the 20 shares were regressed against the complete set 
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In the first method the absolute values of the t-statistic for each coefficient were 
summed over the 20 shares and the four principal components with the largest total ab-
solute t-statistic were selected for use as indices in the factor models. 
In the second method, the number of significant coefficients, based on absolute t-
statistics greater than 2, were compared. The four with the highest score were selected. 
Both methods resulted in the same four principal components ( PC1, PC5, PC7, PCS), 
where PC] is the first principal component and PC 1 0 the last. This set of indices only 
accounted for 51 % of the variance. 
The first four principal components were used to create the PCA4share models and 
contained 59.5% of variance in the 20 shares. 
6.3.4 Primary Findings 
Model Building Results 
In Table 6.1 we compare the four SMIM with PC indices, termed PC models, with 
each other and the two non PC models, the full index model using 10 indices, called SMIM 
full, and the standard SMIM4 using the four selected indices of Chapter 3. The table dis-
plays the average R2, average Schwarz Criterion, and average Standard Error taken over ali 
twenty shares used in the portfolio. It also shows the variance explained by the PC included 
in the model as a percentage of total variance in that set of indices. First we note that the 
full PCA 1 0 and full SMIM produce identical model building results. This is, of course, ex-
pected based on the fact that the PCA lOis just an orthogonal linear transformation of the 










6.3 Empirical Study: Regre~siun wilh Prin"iIJ~1 Com IlOn~ot I ndkes. I 05 
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Fig. 6.35. The Adjusted If' for j(mr ",(ldell. From lelt to Tight: I'CAJO. I'CA4[1l. 
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Using the PC from the dependant variables has a major impact on the model fit. In 
Figure 6.35 we display the individual adjusted R2 of some of the models for each share. 
From left to right the models are: PCAlO, PCA4fit, PCA4shares, and the standard SMIM 
(called SMlM 4 Index) with four indices included as was used in Chapter 3. Share 21 is 
again the average for the 20 shares. From Figure 6.35 we see that PCA4shares model has 
a superior model fit for all the shares except share 12, Anglo Platinum. It is also the only 
share for which the PCA4fit produced a better fitting model than the SMIM 4 Index model. 
Anglo Platinum aside, it should be clear that, using independent variables for regres-
sion, a linear combination of the dependent variables, as is the case with the PC indices, 
will produce better fitting models compared to regression on distinct market indices. 
Mean-Variance Response 
We begin by tabulating the average residual correlation of the four models. This 
gives us a good idea of the positioning of the Sharpe Index Models compared to the Im-
proved Sharpe Index Models of Hossain et al (2005b). The average residual correlation 
was calculated as follows: 
Ifwe let E be the matrix of p combined residuals series after the regression, 
then C =corr(E) is the correlation between the residual series, that is 
( 
1 P12 
A P21 1 c= 
P~l . ~. 
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We then define the average correlation p between the residuals as 
The covariances between the residuals are ignored in the Sharpe Index Models and included 
in the Improved Sharpe Models of Troskie and Hossain. In the ISMIM, the correlations are 
modelled and for this reason all the efficient frontiers are clustered together close to the 
efficient frontier of Markowitz based on the historic covariance. The average correlation is 
a good indication of the relative position of the efficient frontiers associated with the SIM 
compared to associated ISIM. We demonstrate this using the average residual correlation 
presented in Table 6.2 and Figures 6.36, 6.37 and 6.38. 
SMIMPCAIO 1.98% 
SMIMPCA4 18.70% 
SMIM PCA4fit 6.09% 
SMIM PCA4sbares -4.66% 
SMIM4 2.02% 
Table 6.2 Average Residual Correlation 
We begin by considering the mean-variance response for the PCA 1 0 and PCA 4 mod-
els. In Figure 6.36 the efficient frontiers of four models are displayed, from left to right, 
SMIM PCA4, SMIM PCA 1 0 and then grouped together the Markowitz historic covariance, 
ISIM PCA4 and ISIM PCA I O. The reason the SMIM PCA4 frontier is to the far left should 
now be clear. It was the worst fitting model, with low R2 and big residual standard errors. 
It also produced the largest positive average correlation in the residuals of 18.7%, as can be 
seen in Table 6.2. It therefore discounted the non-systematic risk in the portfolio. This iI-
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U~ing the full set of 10 PC's we h,l(1 OC lle' mo<lcl> "nd redllce,1 the average correla1 ion 
in I'"' re,iduab 10 I.'lR%,. \'hicl' i, still ,lightly posilive an,1 Ihe SM IM peA 10 i, ,lightly 
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Fig. 6.36. Th~ efficient Ironliers of lour mo<kls are displayed. From len 10 rig ht SMIM 
J'CA 4 SMIM !'CA I 0 and group together: Markowit7 hi,toric covariance, ISI\-l I'CA4 and 
ISIM PCA 10. 
model, in Figure 6.3R. rhe PCA4fil mr"kl i, ha""d on lloe l>e« fin in g PC from tile <et 
of indices. The PCAshares model u>e, PC indices cr~"1ed from lhe shares them,elvc,. 
producing a vel) gOO<! fItting mooc1. In hgur~ 6.38 We ,how, [rom lell \0 right ~MIM 
PC" A4fll mood. ISMIM I'CA4shares_ ISMIM I'CA4fit and Sr..IlM I'CA4,hare,. In Figure 
6.3X the SMIM PC"A--Ifil i, funloc« 10 Ih~ lefl. In aClual fact Ih~ frontier i, between the 
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Ihe SMI M for" p",ili~c a~"rag~ rcsidul corrc1ati~n of 6. 09%,_ rhc' ITI<"[ inl~""ting r euturc 
of I, igure 6.-' 7 L' [he efkct of the negative average reSIdual correlatLon of the PCA4,harc_, 
modd. Th" mudd pmvuics all exceptionally good li\ 10 1lII: shar~s and produce' a~ average 
rc,iciual corrc1atLon of -4_b(,~-._ I'urtflermme_ it is an example ,,[negative avnasc residual 
~()ITcblL()n pro • .lucing a rightward shi fI of a SM [M compared with (fie ISM 1M. 
Finally we c()mpar~ the PC approach with the original index modd,. In Figure 1>.38 
"e u,e th~ PC A I 0 models to compare PC to the ,tandard SMIM and ISMIM. Looking al 
the average residual correlatiuns in Table 6.2 we sec that the PCA I 0 value of I .9g~,. is jusl 
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6.4 Conclusion 
Evcn though PC inde>. model, incorporate the maximum variance in tne f~' e't number 
of ,"dic e" th is do", nol guarantee meanll1gful model fit and ~ood inde" modek AI"" it 
is p<" , ible 10 create ""Iter fi ttmg mndd, u,ing lo\\ c r order PC, than toose that expla in 
tfle mo<t vari~tion . PC indlccs bas<:d on til<; ,"dependent variable, prodllc~ m""h b<;ner 










6.4 Conclusion lIt 
What could be useful is to use the PC's of the portfolio to investigate the structure of 
the variance in a portfolio and the relation ofthe assets relative to PC coordinates. Also the 
advantage of the orthogonality of the PC's can be exploited to solve problems where cross 
correlations add unattainable complications. One example is Multivariate GARCH Models 
(Tsay,2002, Chapter 9). 
In this Chapter we also found an unexpected bonus. Not only did we show how 
'weak' regression models, with positive residual correlation, can lead to right shift of the 
efficient frontier of the Sharpe indices Models compared to those of the Improved Sharpe, 
we also saw an example of a good fitting model with slightly negative average residuals, 
producing a SMIM frontier to the right of the associated ISMIM. In Hossain et al (2006a) 
the authors where forced to use simulated data to construct negatively correlated returns to 
illustrate that the SMIM overestimates the risk compared with the ISMIM in the negative 
correlated case. It was possible to verify in this present study the results using real market 
data from the JSE and the corresponding PC indices. 
In this chapter we also introduced and demonstrated the method of using average 













In this section we construct portfolios using different strategies and back test these portfo-
lios over three 5 year periods: 1 January 1993 to 31 December 1997, 1 January 1998 to 
31 December 2002 and 1 January 2003 to 28 February 2007. We use the same data set 
as in the previous chapters. The performance and risk measures of resulting portfolios are 
evaluated over different periods. 
The strategies can be broadly divided into two groups. The first group is the index 
based strategies based on the previous chapters of this thesis. All these strategies use his-
torie data of the previous 5 years to construct index models and then use mean-variance 
optimization to find market portfolios. From the previous chapters it is clear that the co-
variance structure ofthe ISIM is 'very close to' the covariance structure of the historic co-
variance and consequently produces similar efficient frontiers and market portfolios. There 
is therefore no need to investigate any of the permutations of the Improved Sharpe type 
models and we only include the base improved Sharpe index model. This strategy is also 
representative of the historic covariancelMarkowitz market portfolio. Each of the Sharpe 
Index Models produced a different portfolio and so four versions: SIM (Chapter 2), SMIM 












7.2 Assumption for portfolio construction 113 
The second group is a set of 5 alternative strategies including a JSE Overall Index 
tracker and an equally weighed share portfolio, and other strategies that are comprehen-
sively discussed in section 7.4. 
7.2 Assumption for portfolio construction 
.. No dividend payment. All dividend payments were excluded in return calculations 
for the shares . 
.. No transaction cost was considered when rebalancing the portfolios. 
.. The three portfolio reweighing dates were: 1 January 1993, 1 January 1998 and 1 
January 2003. 
.. The portfolios were not rebalanced between the reweighing dates. 
.. Only information available on the reweighing dates were used to construct the 
portfolios. 
.. Alpha and Beta risk measures were calculated using the JSE Overall Index . 
.. The Banker Acceptance (BA) interest rates at the reweighing dates was used as the 
risk less rate to calculate the market portfolio. 
.. For all of the index type strategies the mean-variance optimization was done with an 
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7.3 The Data Set 
Table 7.1 explains how the data set was divided into periods for portfolio construction and 
portfolio runs. 
Oth Period 1st Period 2nd Period 3rd Period 
Dates 
Aug 1988- Jan 1993 - Jan 1998- Jan 2003-
Dec 1993 Dec 1997 Dec 2002 Feb 2007 
Used for portfolio 
Yes Yes Yes No 
construction ? 
Portfolio 
No Yes Yes Yes run period? 
Table 7.1 The portfolio run periods 
7.4 Strategies for Portfolio Construction 
7.4.1 Sharpe Index Model Strategy (SIM) 
The mean and SIM covariance of the period are used to create market portfolios on each 
reweighing date. For this, and all the index type strategies that follow, the mean-variance 
optimization was done with an additional constraint that limits the maximum holding in 
any equity to 15%. This creates more realistic portfolios and avoids the tendency of mean-
variance optimization to concentrate the portfolio on only a few of the available shares. 
7.4.2 Improved Sharpe Index Model Strategy (ISIM) 
rt was shown in the previous chapters that the Improved Sharpe Index Model yields identi-
cal portfolios to the standard Markowitz historic mean-variance model It is therefore point-
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they produce identical portfolios. We therefore only use the standard ISIMlMarkowitz 
strategy. 
7.4.3 Sharpe Multi Index Model Strategy (SMIM) 
The SMIM uses the same methodology as the SIM strategy, but with the standard four 
indices discussed in Chapter 3. 
7.4.4 Index Model with ARMA and GARCH(l,l) (ARGA SIM) 
This strategy is similar to the SIM but with the addition of the ARMA and GARCH( 1,1) 
terms in the regression model to estimate the covariance matrix. 
7.4.5 ISIM with ArcTan weighted returns (ARCTAN ISIM) 
In this strategy the ArcTan weighting function of Chapter 5 with T = 0.15 and A = 0.3 is 
used on the 5 year historic data prior to the reweighing dates. A constrained mean-variance 
optimization is then performed and the market portfolio calculated. 
The weights assigned to these portfolios are on the reweighting dates are displayed 
in Figure 7.39 to 7.41. 
7.4.6 Equal weighted share portfolio 
In this strategy we construct a portfolio of all 20 share, equally weighted. The portfolio is 
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Fig, 7.39, lhc con,tit""nt, of the index mo<kl, tji><' portfo lio constructed on the Ii"t 
,eweighing date. 
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Fig. 7,40. Th~ con,tilU"nl, of the index model< t\pe porttolio constructed on the second 
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Fig. 7AI. The consliluent.s of Ihe ioo", m<>dd, lype porlfolio con>lructed on Ihc la,t 
rC"icighing date. 
7.4.7 .JSF: Ovrrallindu 
In this 'lrateg)" the /illl ronfolio is ,nvested in th~ ISF Overalllndcx. The rortfolio i. not 
r"""eigh~d on Ihe n..·". . eighing d"le,. but dyn"nHcally folio", the mde~. idenl ic" Ito "n index 
IT,,c~er fund 
7.4.8 "7 Bl'"st" Portfolio 
Th~ 'Iralcf!)' work> a. follow.: Using (he set of 2() ,hares, choose the 7 hest performing 
shares of lhe period prior (0 the r"""eighing date •. Construct a fIOntolio which weights 
these seven ,hares equally. i.e. In cacho The [>Unfoho of ,h"res i, ,hows in Figure 7,42. 
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Best 7 Portfolios 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 IQ 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2!l 
Fig. 7.42. The B~sl 7 slra legy. 
7.4.9 "7 \ Vo rst " Portfolio 
U,ing Ih~ ,d of20 ,hares "'I. eh()os~ the 7 worsl perfonning ,hares of tile period priur 10 
the reweighing dates. ('on<!ruct a ponf(>l io ofthe,e 7 .,hare.' weighted 1/7 in each. The 
ponl(>l io 01 ,hare, i, ,hows in Figure 7.43. Fach ~olor reprc:,ent> a portfol io ~oost"tcted 
on a different reweighing date. 
7.4.10 PCA 1 
The 'Irale~' i, as follows: On each reweigh ing dale. u,e rhe eigeovalue, of the covar iance 
matrix oflbe pr""wus 5 year< to cakulak the 1i"1 principal compooent ofthc 20 chosen 
shares. Construct porrlolio weighls based On Ihe fir,l principal "Ompom,nt. This PCA I 
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ous period. This strategy generates a well balanced portfolio comprising positive weights 
in all the shares. The constituents ofthe PCA 1 portfolio over time are shown in Figure 7.44. 
7.S The Performance of the Strategies 
7.5.1 Market Overview 
The performance of the JSE Overall Index from 1993 to 2007 is displayed in Figure 7.45 
and quantified in Table 7.2. 
The first run period (1993-1997) can be best categorized as a period of political unrest 
and instability in South Africa. Surprisingly, it was a period of steady growth on the market 
with relatively low volatility. This can be seen be considering the JSE Overall Index sigma 
(volatility) in the first period in Table 7.2. 
The second run period (1998-2002) includes times of massive world market turmoil. 
From April 1998 to September 1998 there was the emerging market debt crisis. This was 
followed by the internet bubble and the period from September 2001 to February 2002 
including 9/11 and the spike in the rand exchange rates. The results ofthese events can be 
observed in Table 7.2, if one considered the weaker performance and higher volatility of 
the JSE in second period compared to the first. 
The third run period (2003 - February 2007) was categorized by consistent world 
growth, powered by China and the commodity 'super cycle'. In Table 7.2 it is observed 
that performance was extremely high and the volatility was historically very low. Figure 
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Worst7 Portfolios 
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Fig. 7.43. "The Wo[>1 7 ,harc, ,lmlq;,.. 
PCA1 Weightings 
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Fig 7.45. The JS" (hwall lrl(hox 1993- 2007. 
r~weighing dale' Prom in~ ~( i, (he vola(ilily in (he ,ecortd period and exces.,ive g.rov,th i ~ 
(he (hird. 
7.5.2 Performance of the Index Model Portfolios 
In (h" ",dion w~ oo nsiderthe rerlilrmance ofthe '( rategie, ba,e-d 011 lh" index-tn " moo-
d, Hnd (h . Archn weighted strategy. In Figun: 7.46 and THblc 7.2 we ,how the perfor-
mam:", oflhe mode l relative 10 the JSE Over All I~d"" . Irwe con, ider the lola l return in 
Table 7.2, we see (ilat all (h" ,(ral"gi", u11derperformed the JSE Overal ll rtdex, wi(h lho: e~ -
ception ofthe Ar~ Tan ISIM malegy. I'he ArcTan ,trategy hmwwr only oUlp<:rfonned (h~ 
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Table 7.2 l'ortf"lio R""nlt •. Alpha is tfie annualized out performance urthe portfolio over 
thc JSE Overall Index. llela " tJoe regr~ssion coefflcient or each port fulio a, rcgrcs<cd 
again<./ the JSE Ovcrallindex for that period. ln~ performance .aluc "for the full period. 
From Table 7,2 \\~ ob<crvc that all the <tralegic' <ho\\ed similarre",It" In the lin;t 
period. all the ,trateg:i", out performed the JSE Overall I nd~'X. llowmer these strategie., 
under performed th~ .ISE Ovcrallindex, hoth in lh~ ,econtl period ufhlgher volatility and 
the Ia,t period of highcr pcrfonna"ce. lnlCrcSlIngty i\ is clcar from lab Ie 7.2 [hal the Bela 
v"luc, t~nd tu in~rea,e by "bout 10"10 in each sub'equent period for all the 'trategie,. The 
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Fig. 7.46.lnJn Moods I'c"Tformance 
7.5.3 l'errormauce of the Alternative Portfolios 
123 
The ,..,Iative p<:rformanc<:s of lhe- aitemalive ,trategie, to the JSE Overall Index are ., hown 
in Figure 7.46. Th~ JSE O.eralllndcx i, the ,e~ond from the \>ottom. The equally weighted 
and PCA i slrateg,e., pert"onned very ';mdarly_ This i> quile sUrprising if \\e ~ornpare lh~ 
comlmelion of PCAI portfolios in Figure 7.44 10 lhal of an equally \\eightcll [lOrtfolio_ 
From Table 7.3 we can See lhal holh lhese slraregie., outperform the JSE Overall Index 
cotl.,iSlenlly Over all lhree pcrioo, The tmal performances for both these Slralcgies ar~ 










7.5 The I'crfomJancc oflhc Strategies 1~4 
Table 7.J Portfolio Result' A Irha i, th e annuali7.oo out p~rformarICe of the portfolio over 
the JS[ O"crul l I ndcx. Ileta i, the regre~'iOl' coeftkient of each portfolio as regressed 
against the JSE Overall Indcx for Ihat period. The performance value is for tfle full perioo. 
Next we consider the "7 I:;c,t" and "7 Worst" strategic,. CilOOsing a portfolio ofthe 7 
t>("t perform Ing ,hare, prociuc"< the worst performance from the group. Basing a rortfojio 
on the 7 wor<l performing ,hare, pmdoce< a very profitable ,tmteg),. 
The "7 Worst" Wolleg;) produced an annual Alpha (ou! performaoce of the index) of 
6 .72'ii In the flrsl puiod, 12.72% In Ifle sccond and 1:;.53% in the third. !f", ,trategY oul-
performed t"e J~E Ovemllindex b) J.·W times for the lull period with a total performance 
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Fig. 7.47. i\ltcrnativeporfolios 
7.6 Conclusion 
COlnpar~d to th~ ahcmativ~ .tratcg:i~" lh~ index type models add very little value. In_ 
v~Sllng In a JSE index track~r woold have ootperfr>rmed mo,t of th~", modd" We hd,e 
to rootc that ignoring extreme values, using the ArcTan weIghed relurm, and implementing 
mcan-,anal1Ce optimiLing: 10 g:~l1Crate market pOrlfolios. did oUlpcrforrn the other market 
portfolio 'tral~gies and th~ JSt ()\'eralllnd~" 
I he PCA I >tralegi~s "ere disappointing: and s~cm 10 duplicate the bas ic equal ly 
"cightcd ,hare 'tral~gy. The remarkable re,ult is lh~ c~c~plional return of (he , imple "7 
Worst" ,hares strategy_ rhe num""r of 7 shares was cho.e arhitr,.,-ily by dividing: th~ 20 
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patterns of over and under performance of shares. This is again confirmed when consider-
ing the "7 Best" strategy performance. The question remains as to how this strategy will 
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ing the "7 Best" strategy performance. The question remains as to how this strategy will 











Summary and Conclusions 
In this mini-dissertation we attempted to appraise and assess the use of Index Mod-
els in portfolio construction. After reviewing the work of Hossain (2006) and others in 
this regard, we decided to repeat his empirical studies with a bigger data set of 20 shares, 
including Hossain's original nine, but over a longer time period of 15 years. Hossain's 
(2006) findings regarding the relative positioning of the efficient frontiers ofthe Sharpe In-
dex Model and Improved Sharpe Index Model for positive correlated residuals were repro-
duced and confirmed in Chapters 2 and 3. Also, the left shift effect on the efficient frontier 
of the ARMA and GARCH(l,l) models, called ARGA, was reproduced and confirmed in 
Chapter 4. This left shift effect of the efficient frontier was most visible in the Sharpe In-
dex Model (SIM) case, to a lesser extent in the Sharpe Multi Index Model (SMIM) and was 
almost negligible for the ISMIM and ISIM. 
It was found that using the ISIM as opposed to the SIM to model portfolio covariance 
reproduced the efficient frontier of the Markowitz model. Furthermore, even though the 
use of the ARGA extension of the Index Model, presented in Chapter 4, does move the 
efficient frontier to the left, it does not mean that the model is superior or a more accurate 
reflection of the future risk return profile of the shares. This only means that the model 
discounts the residual correlation compared to the ISIM or Markowitz covariance models. 
This left shifting effect can be reduced by adding more indices or using the more accurate 
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and perfonned similarly in the portfolio runs of Chapter 7, with the ISIM outperfonning 
the ARGA SIM slightly over the 15 years considered. 
In Chapter 5 of this dissertation we investigated bounded influence regression. We 
introduced the parameterized ArcTan function and showed how it can be used to move the 
efficient frontier assosiated with the chosen set of shares to the left or to the right. Different 
weighting functions have drastic effects on the resulting market portfolios. Moreover, it 
was shown that ARGA extensions had a minimal effect on the resulting efficient frontier for 
weighted returns. We also demonstrated that aggressive weighting produces more equally 
weighted portfolios. It is a similar effect to that of constraining the maximum holding in 
anyone asset in a portfolio. 
In Chapter 6 we created Principal Component (PC) indices and used them in the 
SMIM and ISMIM. We showed that even though the PC indices incorporate the maximum 
variance in the fewest number of indices, this does not guarantee meaningful model fit and 
good index models. Also, it is possible to create better fitting models using lower order 
PC's than those that explain the most variation. In this chapter we also saw an example of 
a good fitting model, using the PCA of the original shares, with slightly negatively corre-
lated residuals, producing, a SMIM with an efficient frontier to the right of that associated 
with the ISMIM. Hossain (2006) and others were forced to use simulated data to construct 
negatively correlated returns to illustrate the SMIM overestimating the risk compared with 
the ISMIM in this case. Here it was possible to verifY their results using real market data 
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Finally in Chapter 7 we discussed the backtesting of the models over the last 15 years. 
We found that, compared to the other basic non-index strategies, the index type models add 
very little value. Investing in a JSE index tracker would have outperformed most of these 
index models. We also note that ignoring extreme values by using the ArcTan weighed 
returns to generate market portfolios did outperform the index model strategies and the 
JSE Overall Index. The PC based strategies were disappointing and seemed to duplicate 
the basic equal weighted share strategy. The remarkable result in this backtesting study is 
the exceptional return of the simple "7 worst" shares strategy. 
Regression is an important tool in financial research and is used to appraise and to 
test the relation of a chosen instrument to other measurable factors in the market. If such a 
regression model is established, it can be used to find opportunities for which the instrument 
trades below or above what the model would predict, based on the assumptions of the 
model. Also, if assumptions are made about future values of the factors, this can be used to 
predict the future value ofthe instrument. Using regression models on historic data to create 
covariance matrices without forecasts or assumptions just produces the historic covariance 
matrix at best. It is therefore necessary to combine these techniques with assumptions and 
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Sample EVIEWS3: code the calculate returns, do regression, and calculate 
estimator. 
'Share Multi Index Models of LO share Portfolio 
, aflr! 4 user! indexes 
'i<Fld sinriexlrosw 
sCillar r.nl 0: l:n 
'p"fill<' i'J1111H'!k Vmial>les wilil!n 
III=rl1l 
Ik<)O '1llJlnber of shares 
"IJecn 'f,jo idear wh,1! this is 
1111'"4 'NlIll1ber of indexes 
'r iler" Vill iilhlps qel use for Mal k,SIM,ISIM and Weighted HeYf'ressioll SIM,ISIM 
\lectorOk) ;111'1,;1 'coef( 1) 
Inallix{lk,illl) betil 'is a matrix(k shares by III index) 
vector(!k) Isiat" 'colicr;llstais 
ve(t()r(I~) r~quare 'to check R"2 
\/<'I.IOfi,'VJ ",,"all? i,rij Sill; 'to r.ilE'ck f~A2 adj 
vedor(!kll<"ll1'lle ndLfli1i 'to cher:k F{A2 ad] 
VE'LlOI (Ik) SChW3f7_ sub 'n ,e Schwarz criterion ,for l110dellJUildillY 
vf'ciol(llq slhwdrz,fllll 'the Schwarz criterion for model building 
'vedol ('e,) I!;qllli e'N '10 check R"2 of the weighted models 
vectol (11\) 1 Sqllill P ~,11 'to check HA2 of the anna models 
VfKtnl('k) Isqu'lIP .. [F1r_only '10 eheck HA2 of Ihe galcil models 
vector(lk) rsqu,He_qar '10 check RA2 of the garch models 
'vpc:l.ol(,k) mrlllclle_war 'to check RA2 olthe weighted anna models 
've"tur(!I<) 1!;Qll'110 .. w<jilr 'to check r~A2 of the weighted gareh lIlodels 
vectol(lk) sidEll!)! 'M()ture standard error 
vpc[orllk) sfdError_arrna 'Meture standard error 
V'XiOl('k) s' IFrrorgarch 
vcclm(lk) sldFIIPrj\W::;A 
'Meture slandard error 
'Me lure standard error 
vr'L\(lr('I') c<'val 
vpclnl(lI'.) F,.0iulil 
veclul (Ik) FietUrtl ill 
V'ectOI (lk) r refill, ' __ ~I'" 
'v"LiOl(lk) I:!pillln,W 




Ll.-Hri?-'i,i~ :k) (;f.\':1! 
'In;J!! iX('k,[k J (flVEU tV 
!natrixPk.!h) (;{)var 311 
rn;,llrix('k,lk) r ilvar'pi 
'estimation of v<lliancp of reseduals 
'estimated IC!\Irns 
'estimated returns based on ARMA model 
'cstimated returq~; based on GAr~CI j !nodel 
'[stimated Retuills fOl' Weighted securities 
'E~tirnaled Rel\n 11~) for Wf'ighterJ securities 
'Estimated f'(eturns for Weigllted securities 
'historic returns 
'Weighted histohr: returns 
'histol ie covmia Clce M<irk 
'I)istoric covariance Mark Weighted 
':lIste" Ie covariFllce Mark ARMA - going 10 be Ifle same? 
'historic covariance Mark GARCH - going to b(, lIle same? 
l11i:1trix(ln1,lrn) cuv<lr,Jndex 'Covariance of the indexs 
i1wliix(lh,lkJ Lcuvi1r 'estimated C(1Vlance sharpe 5illgle index 
ITwtriX(lk, ';) fC[.vill_<lr 'estimated covianc:e sharpe sill[lle ind(>x with AFHV1A(l,n 
Ill<Jh ix(II',I Y.l FCOVill"lJill 'estimated c,,,,iance slmrpe sin[lle index willi GAI'<CfI( 1.1) 
l11i1tn~(lk,!k) r,'cnvar ~Jm,only 'estimated coviance sharpe single index with c-;I\HCH( 1,1) no I\HMA 
'1TI'llrjx(lk Ik) Icc:ovilr_wr 
'nwlrix(lk,lk; Lcovar_war 
'1I1atllx(lk,ll, E:covilr .. wYilr 
ll1il!rix(!k..lk) residcovar 
'estimnlecJ coviance sharpe single index with weightnJ regression 
"]stirnaied coviance sharpe single index with WI-( AHM!\(1, 1) 
'estimated coviance sharpe single index wilh WRGARCH(1,1) 
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Singular Value Decomposition 
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) can be used to calculate the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix. In this Appendix we follow the methods recom-
mended by Troskie (2000) 
Consider any (n x p) data matrix X of n observations of p dimensions. 
X could be the returns of a p shares over n time periods. 
The SVD of X is then 
X - UDV'where 
U(nxp) is orthogonal 
D(pxp) - diag(d1 , ... , dp ), 
d1 > d2 ~ .•• dp > 0, 
V (pxp) is orthogonal 
V'V 1. 
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Then if we take the SVD ofX'X 
X'X VDU'UDV' (D.l) 
(D.2) 
Notice the similarity between Equation(D.2) and (6.64) . We use this to compute the Prin-
cipal Components of a sample. 
We start off with our data matrix given by 
We compute the means of each returns series 
_ 1 n 
Xj = - L Xij, j = 1, ... ,p. 
n 
i=l 
We subtract from each element of X its respective mean i.e. 
( 
Xll - Xl .. , X lp - Xp ) 
X = X 2p - Xl ... X 2p - Xp 
(n*p) : : : . . . 
Xnl - Xl ... X np - Xp 
and we call this new matrix X the mean adjusted matrix. We divide each element of this 
matrix by assuming we are using the unbiased estimator, for covariance. Using 
Vii would have produced the maximum likelihood estimates. 
Thus we have 
- 1-
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the unbiased estimate of the covariance matrix Ii under multivariate normal theory. 
The SVD is then performed on Xn - 1 
so that 
with the result that 
withV=B. 
The vectors of 
- 1-
Xn - 1 In=lX n-I 
Xn - 1 = UDV' 
VKV' 
are the sample (unbiased) estimates of the eigen vectors and the diagonal elements of 
K = (~~ ~2 ~ ) 
o 0 kp 
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. The SVD also allows us to give a geometric view of principal components. SUp-
pose our data matrix is 
(
Xu ... XIP) 
X 2p .•• X 2p 
X(nxp)= : : : 
. . . 
Xnl ... X np 
It can be thought of as giving the coordinates of n points in a multi-dimensional space of p 
dimensions. It is possible to represent these n data points in fewer dimensions, minimizing 
the amount of information lost. And also quantify the amount of information ( as variance) 
lost in the reduced modeL 
Mathematically speaking we want to find the best space of r ::; p dimensions that 
is closest to the original space of p dimensions. Here we mean we want to minimize the 
squared distance from our p dimensional space to this new space r dimensions space. This 
is equivalent of minimizing the squared residuals from the p space, to r dimensions. 
The SVD gives a solution to this problem. Let 
X UDV' 
X[rJ+E 
where E, is the residual then X[rJ minimizes 
n p 
tr[(X - A)(X - A)]' = L L(Xij - aij)2 
i=l j=l 
among all other (n x p) matrices A of rank r. Thus the singular value decomposition 
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components analysis is doing since 
Total variance = Explained variance + Residual 
peA maximizes the explained variance which is equivalent to minimizing the residuaL 
(Troskie (2000)) 
